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Introduction
The mainstream database systems used by ICT industry today are DB2, Microsoft SQL
Server, and Oracle (in alphabetic order). These together cover the major part of serious
OLTP (Online Transaction Processing) market, so students entering on careers as
application developers or database professionals in the ICT industry should achieve
relevant knowledge on how to use the latest versions of these systems.
This tutorial, which we also call "Concurrency Paper", is the first in our trilogy on data
access concurrency topics, and in this paper we will focus on the services and interfaces
of single connection flat SQL transactions and concurrency control, which are perhaps
the most important topics in data access technologies. Flat transactions are the type of
single SQL transactions covered in SQL standard. The next writing, the "RVV Paper" in
the trilogy focuses on sequences of SQL transaction from application point of view, and
dependencies between transactions in the sequence on accessing the same data. Even if
the transactions access the same data, they do not need to be bound to the same database
connection. The third writing, the "D-Concurrency Paper", focuses on concurrent
transactions of same application process accessing the same or different database servers,
thus building a distributed transaction, with additional complexity of concurrency.
In their book on Transaction Processing Gray and Reuter [8] present the classical
serializability theory and isolation concept from the application programmer (intuitive
view), mathematical (theorems and proofs), and operational (implementation) points of
view. The tradition of database textbooks is mainly focusing on the results of the
theoretical basic research without making the difference between the mere “paper ware”
and the real implementations in the mainstream database products, which leaves those
texts partially irrelevant from the point of view of ICT industry. In the following, we will
X
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focus on implementations and the application programmer's view of concurrency control
as defined by the ISO SQL standard and implemented in the mainstream database
systems used by the industry. We expect that the readers are already familiar with the
basics of SQL and SQL transactions, but just to keep the readers "on our map of
concepts" we repeat some of these basics in the following.
A main pedagogical theme of DBTechNet and our workshops is not only "learning by
believing", but "learning by doing" and more importantly "learning by verifying". The
modern DBMS products with their free Express-versions provide useful tools for
experimenting with the real products of the ICT industry.

ACID or ACiD Transactions
An SQL transaction is a sequence of actions (SQL commands) of an application through
a database connection (SQL session) using services of the DBMS ending with either a
COMMIT or ROLLBACK request. In addition to these, the SQL transaction may
include application logic programmed in the application programming language such as
C++, C#, Java, etc. and this transaction logic may depend on the input from the
application and on the current contents in the database.
The ideal reliable SQL transaction follows the ACID principle of Atomicity,
Consistency, Isolation, and Durability, the ACID properties [17], as we teach on our
basic SQL courses:
Transaction Atomicity, the “all-or-nothing” principle, can be explained by the
ROLLBACK request which will generate actions removing all the changes made by the
transaction in the contents of the database. Some DBMS products, like DB2 and SQL
Server, allow both DML and DDL commands inside a transaction, whereas in Oracle any
DDL command will always commit the current transaction automatically immediately
after the first DDL command. The idea in Oracle’s behavior is that every DDL command
(affecting the system catalog) should apply be considered as an autocommitted
transaction and we should apply DDL commands usually as standalone autocommitted
commands which cannot be rolled back.
A well-formed and correctly programmed transaction moves the database from a
consistent state to another consistent state. The DBMS controls database consistency on
command level based on the constraint definitions. The ISO SQL standard and some
implementations allow the consistency checking against the constraints to be deferred on
transaction level1 to the end of transaction so that during the transaction the database can
be in some inconsistent state. Of the DBMS products on which we are focusing only DB2
Oracle has implemented this on transaction level, but using proprietary syntax and
1

this is different from disabling and enabling constraints on table level by DBA for some maintenance
routines
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options (SET INTEGRITY .. ), and requiring special privileges. In Oracle we can alter
integrity checking of certain foreign keys to be always deferred to commit phases of
transactions.
Haerder and Reuter [17] defined Isolation in 1983 as follows: "Events within a
transaction must be hidden from other transactions running concurrently". This has now
been criticized by Chris Date [6]. In the ideal case execution of concurrent transactions
will be serializable so that the results of the transactions are equivalent to some serial
execution of those transactions i.e. as though one transaction at a time had been in
execution. Unfortunately, the mainstream DBMS products of today do not provide this
kind of isolation service on database level in general2, but they can provide service which
prevents the transaction itself from seeing updates made by concurrent transactions and
protect updates made by the transaction against overwriting by others. This kind of
isolation is a property of the transaction, and we like to call the transaction as “relaxed
ACID” or concept as “ACiD”. Even the isolation of current ACiD transactions has often
been considered too restricting for concurrent transactions, and therefore some less
demanding isolation levels have been defined both in the ISO SQL standard and
implementations. We will cover these in detail in the following chapters. The isolation
solutions affect response times of the application and performance of the DBMS server
providing tradeoffs between performance and reliability. However, the programmer must
always consider the reliability needs as the first priority.
The durability property of the transaction against software or hardware failures is
guaranteed by write ahead logging (WAL) service of the DBMS at a successful
COMMIT request. This guarantees that after any failures, the content of a well-managed
database can be recovered up to the last committed transaction.

Some Problematic Concurrency Scenarios
If we don’t have proper concurrency control as a service of the DBMS, the concurrent
SQL transactions in a multi-user database may generate unreliable content in the
database. The following problematic behavior scenarios are widely used as examples of
possible concurrency problems, for example in textbooks by Chris Date [5]
X





The lost update problem
The uncommitted dependency problem
The inconsistent analysis problem.

The lost update problem can be described using the following kind of scenario of two
concurrent processes accessing the same row (account id 12345 in table Accounts),
which we present using embedded SQL and a pseudo programming language in Fig. 1.
2

This implies that the ACID isolation depends on the DBMS, so it actually is a property of the DBMS, in which all
transactions need to be ACID transactions. We know only one such a DBMS, namely Pyrrho DBMS.
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The update made by process A in step 6 gets lost in step 8 when process B overwrites it
without even checking for potential concurrent updates after step 3. This kind of update
is called Blind Write or Dirty Write. In this scenario the last writer wins, which is not
an acceptable business rule, for example, in bank transactions, or in reserving seats to a
concert or to a flight. This scenario is possible, when the processes don't use transactions
or if they use autocommit mode, in which every SQL command is committed
automatically. However, if the processes use SQL transactions, then this lost update, in
terms of overwriting an update, is not possible in real DBMS products as long as
transaction A is active. However, after commit of the transaction, the data can be
overwritten by other transactions. In our RVV Paper[12], we will cover the problem of
lost committed updates and the needed programming discipline to avoid the blind
writing.

step
1

2

Process A
id := 12345;

Accounts
balance of
id 12345
1,000 €

SELECT balance
INTO :balance
FROM Accounts
WHERE acctId = :id;
SELECT balance
INTO :balance
FROM Accounts
WHERE acctId = :id;

3
4

newBalance :=
balance - 100;
newBalance :=
balance - 200;

5

6
7

Process B
id := 12345;

UPDATE Accounts
SET balance =
:newBalance
WHERE acctId = :id;
900 €
UPDATE Accounts
SET balance =
:newBalance
WHERE acctId = :id;

8
9
Figure 1.

800 €
A Lost Update problem

The uncommitted dependency problem arises, for example, when a transaction A
accesses data updated by some concurrent transaction B before transaction B gets
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committed like in the following scenario in Fig. 2 where the transaction B actually ends
by ROLLBACK command.
Accounts
step
1

Process A
id = 12345;

balance of
id 12345
Process B
1 000 € id = 12345;
UPDATE Accounts
SET balance =
balance + 1000
WHERE acctId = :id;

2

3
4
5

SELECT balance
INTO :balance
FROM Accounts
WHERE acctId =
:id;

2 000 €
ROLLBACK;

PRINT 'Great, now
I can spend 2000 €'

1 000 €

Figure 2. An Uncommitted Dependency problem

The read operation by transaction A, without concurrency control protection by DBMS,
is also called as Dirty Read. The application of transaction A has seen data which has
never been officially true, and will act depending on it, perhaps writing erroneous data to
the database.
The Inconsistent Analysis Problem of a transaction occurs when some concurrent
transaction changes contents of some of the multiple rows which this transactions aims to
read. This means that we cannot get results which are the consistent truth during the
whole transaction. We can identify two different cases of this problem as follows:
a) If some rows which we have already read will get changed or deleted, and for
some reason we need to reread the same set of rows, we will get different results.
This anomaly is usually called Non-Repeatable Read or Unrepeatable Read.
b) If some concurrent transactions change contents of some rows which did not
qualify the search conditions of our transaction into values which now would
qualify, or if some new qualifying rows are inserted into the database, which our
transaction would see if it repeats the same searches, these new rows in our
readset are called Phantoms.
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As an example of Unrepeatable Read, let’s consider the following case presented in Fig 3.
Clearly transaction A gets here a wrong analysis of the sum of balances of owner 123,
and if it repeats the read operations, it will get another sum, maybe even the right sum of
3040 €.
Accounts of owner
123
acctId
balance
1001
2 000 €
2002
1 000 €
3003
40 €
total:
3 040 €
step
Transaction A
1
owner = 123;
DECLARE crs CURSOR
FOR
SELECT acctId, balance
FROM Accounts
2
WHERE owner = :owner;
3
4
5

OPEN crs;
FETCH crs ..;
sum := sum + balance;

acctId

1001

balance

2 000 €

sum
0€

0€
2 000 €
UPDATE Accounts
SET balance =
balance - 2000
WHERE acctId =
1001;
UPDATE Accounts
SET balance =
balance + 2000
WHERE acctId =
3003;
COMMIT;

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

Transaction B

FETCH crs ..;
sum := sum + balance;
FETCH crs ..;
sum := sum + balance;

Figure 3. An Unrepeatable Read

2002

1 000 €

3003

2 040 €

2 000 €
3 000 €
3 000 €
5 040 €
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Now let’s consider the case that the owner 123 opens a new account in the bank in
between the transaction A as presented in Fig. 4.
Accounts of owner
123
acctId
balance
1001
2 000 €
2002
1 000 €
3003
40 €
total:
3 040 €
step
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Transaction A
owner = 123;
DECLARE crs CURSOR
FOR
SELECT acctId, balance
FROM Accounts
WHERE owner = :owner;
OPEN crs;
FETCH crs ..;
sum := sum + balance;
FETCH crs ..;
sum := sum + balance;

acctId

balance

1001

2 000 €

2002

1 000 €

sum
0€

0€
2 000 €
2 000 €
3 000 €
INSERT INTO
Accounts
(acctId,owner,balance)
VALUES
(1009, 123, 5000);

8
9
10
11

Transaction B

COMMIT;
FETCH crs ..;
sum := sum + balance;

3003

40 €

3 000 €
3 040 €

Figure 4. Example of a Phantom row

Transaction A does not see the new account 1009 which we now call as a phantom row.
Gray and Reuter[8] define Phantom phenomenon as follows: "A record that appears or
disappears from a set after a transaction reads the set. If the transaction rereads the set
and sees the phantom, then the reads are not repeatable and the execution is not isolated."
This implies two different phenomena, Phantom Write and Phantom Read. So, to be more
accurate, the Phantom anomaly usually means Phantom Read.
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Isolation Levels
Without considering the implementation techniques of transaction isolation, the ISO SQL
standard defines the following 4 isolation levels in terms of anomalies (badly behaving
transaction types such as Dirty Read, Unrepeatable Read, and Phantom Read) against
which the selected isolation level gives protection for the transaction. We refer to the
basic SQL course on explanations of these and we just present the summary of effects of
these transaction isolation levels in table 1. The isolation levels of ISO SQL standard
don’t cover all isolation level implementations in real DBMS products, not all products
implement even all these isolation levels, and for example Oracle calls its snapshot
isolation (SI) as SERIALIZABLE, which is misleading. These differences with the ISO
SQL standard have been discussed by Berenson et al [2].
Anomaly: Lost Update
Isolation level:
Read
Uncommitted
Read
Committed
Repeatable
Read
Serializable

Dirty Read

Unrepeatable
Read

Phantom Read

not possible

possible

possible

possible

not possible

not possible

possible

possible

not possible

not possible

not possible

possible

not possible

not possible

not possible

not possible

Table 1. Concurrency anomalies solved by the ISO SQL transaction isolation levels
Lost Update in a transaction scope means that some concurrent transaction writes over an
update written by the transaction before the transaction commits. According to the ISO
SQL standard, a Read Uncommitted transaction cannot write, which would imply that
Lost Update is not possible. However, the mainstream DBMS products, which we are
studying, do allow writing, but as we will see later, the three types of concurrency control
mechanisms used in modern DBMS products also prevent the lost update anomaly in
scope of the current transaction:
- The locking scheme systems keep the write locks (X-locks) up to the end of
transaction, thus preventing the lost update.
- In multi-versioning systems the first one of concurrent transactions to update or
delete a row wins (an update action writes always a new row version), whereas
competing actions by concurrent transactions will fail, so no update will be lost.
- In the genuine optimistic concurrency control the updates are written to the
database only as atomic operation at the commit phase, so no updates can be lost
before the transaction commits.
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The isolation levels of ISO SQL standard don’t cover all isolation level implementations
in real DBMS products, and not all products implement even all these isolation levels.
These differences with the ISO SQL standard have been discussed by Berenson et al [2].
Depending on the concurrency control implementation also the semantics of the isolation
level names may differ. In locking scheme systems concurrent sessions compete and
may wait their turn on accessing the single committed truth of the collected data, whereas
in multi-versioning systems sessions can access without waiting the last committed facts
(on isolation level Currently Committed, called also CC) or see the content according to a
snapshot from the collected history of the data as it was in the beginning of the
transaction (on Snapshot Isolation, called also SI). Due to historic reasons many
products, for example Oracle, call CC as Read Committed and SI as Serializable.
The default isolation level for transactions according to the ISO SQL standard is
Serializable, which usually conforms to the ACiD isolation (and to ACID if
SERIALIZABLE will be the only allowed isolation level). However, the default
isolation level of the mainstream database systems is Read Committed or some almost
compatible3 isolation level.
According to the ISO SQL standard the isolation level is one of the three characteristics
(modes) of a transaction, the modes of which can be defined by the following command
syntax:
SET TRANSACTION <mode> [{,<mode>}..]

where
<mode> :=
<isolation level>
| <transaction access mode>
| <diagnostics size>

The <isolation level> is declared by :
ISOLATION LEVEL <level>

where
<level> :=
READ UNCOMMITTED
| READ COMMITTED
| REPEATABLE READ
| SERIALIZABLE

Another transaction characteristic is the access mode, which is by default READ WRITE,
but can also be declared as READ ONLY. According to the standard Read Uncommitted
implies READ ONLY access mode for the transaction.
The SET TRANSACTION

command shall be executed before start of the transaction, and
according to Melton ([11], p 513) only for the next transaction. According to ISO SQL
standard SQL-92, a transaction starts implicitly always when the first SQL command
which can be included in a transaction is entered after SQL session starts or after
X

3

X

such as Cursor Stability of DB2
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COMMIT or ROLLBACK of a previous transaction. The later standard SQL:1999
defines also an explicit transaction start command
START TRANSACTION <mode> [{,<mode>}..]

in which can include declarations of the access mode or isolation level for the transaction.

In the following we will look at the real implementations in Oracle (Oracle XE 10g and
Oracle 11g1), SQL Server 2008, and DB2 LUW V9.7 mainly.

Oracle has implemented part of the SET TRANSACTION command as shown by the
syntax diagram in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Syntax of the SET TRANSACTION command
(Source: Oracle SQL Language Reference manual 11.1)

If used, the command must be the first command of the transaction, and it applies only to
the current transaction. The only supported isolation levels are READ COMMITTED
and SERIALIZABLE, but based on the multi-versioning semantics. We will return to
these later. Complying with the SQL-92 standard, Oracle has no explicit start command
for a transaction, but the first detected DML command starts implicitly the next new
transaction after beginning of SQL session or after end of the previous transaction.
The default transaction isolation level in Oracle is READ COMMITTED, but it is
possible to configure the default isolation level for the open SQL session using the
command
SET SESSION ISOLATION_LEVEL = {SERIALIZABLE | READ COMMITTED}

Especially in case of stored procedures or subroutines of transaction code it might be
useful to be able to check what is the current isolation level. This can be checked from
the dynamic system views of Oracle, but any easy means of getting this information has
not been implemented in the SQL or PL/SQL languages of Oracle.
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Note:
The current isolation level is available in Java programs by the
getTransactionIsolation() method of Connection interface of JDBC drivers of
Oracle, as well as JDBC drivers of other DBMS products. However, even if we
can extend PL/SQL language by storing Java classes in the database and to
define methods of these classes as stored procedures and functions, which should
appear in the scope of the calling SQL transaction, we have not yet managed to
get the right isolation level as return value of a stored function in Oracle 11g2.
SQL Server operates as default in autocommit mode, so that commands cannot be rolled
back. Instead of START TRANSACTION command, Transact-SQL transactions can be
started explicitly by BEGIN TRANSACTION command, which can also define a name
for the transaction (to be applied for kind of 'nested transactions' 4), and a mark to be
applied in transaction log records. SQL Server version 2008 allows also implicit
transactions to be turned on as follows:
SET implicit_transactions ON

The isolation level can be defined by the SET TRANSACTION command, which can be
declared outside the transaction scope or as the first command in a transaction, and it
remains as the isolation level for the subsequent transactions of the SQL session until
changed by a new SET TRANSACTION command. All isolation levels of ISO SQL
standard are supported as defined in the standard, and in addition a new isolation level
called SNAPSHOT, which corresponds to the isolation level SERIALIZABLE of Oracle.
Default isolation level is READ COMMITTED. The current isolation level can be
checked using the command
SELECT transaction_isolation_level
FROM sys.dm_exec_sessions
WHERE session_id = @@spid

The code values of transaction_isolation_level values are explained in table 2. The
values 0-2 are the same as the numeric values of the transaction level codes in JDBC
programming, but the codes > 2 follow a different logic.

4

Nesting semantics of Transact-SQL transactions does not follow the general theory of nested transactions,
since a ROLLBACK on any nesting level in Transact-SQL will rollback the whole stack of nested
transactions. 4 A nested transaction in SQL Server implementation can only be committed. A rollback on
any nested level will rollback the whole stack of the nested transactions.
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codes in JDBC
0
1
2
4
8

Table 2. Isolation level codes of SQL Server compared with JDBC codes
Following commands test the SQL Server behavior in terms of SET TRANSACTION as
explained above:
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
BEGIN TRANSACTION
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ UNCOMMITTED
COMMIT
SELECT transaction_isolation_level
FROM sys.dm_exec_sessions
WHERE session_id = @@spid
transaction_isolation_level
--------------------------1

A Transact-SQL transaction cannot be declared as READ ONLY, but this can be
declared as a mode for a cursor, a file group (i.e. tablespace), or a database in the server
instance.

DB2 operates also in autocommit mode as default for interactive SQL, but can be
configured to use implicit transactions. For start of transactions, DB2 complies with the
SQL-92 implicit transaction mode. The isolation level is a property of the connection and
needs to be defined before the SQL session starts using the SET ISOLATION command,
or during execution of dynamic SQL using the SET CURRENT ISOLATION command
presented in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Syntax of SET ISOLATION of DB2
(Source: DB2 LUW V9.5 SQL Reference, Vol 2)

Names of the isolation levels are different, but the semantics matches with the ISO SQL
standard isolation levels as presented in table 3.
Isolation level of
DB2
UR
CS
RS
RR

explanation
Uncommitted Read
Cursor Stability
Read Stability
Repeatable Read

corresponding isolation level
of SQL standard
Read Uncommitted
Read Committed
Repeatable Read
Serializable

Table 3. Isolation levels of DB2
In the transaction scope, the Cursor Stability of DB2 matches the behavior of Read
Committed of the SQL standard, but in addition, it affects concurrency control on cursors
so that no concurrent transaction can change the current row of an open cursor. Cursor
Stability has been the default isolation level of DB2, but starting from version 9.7 the
new default isolation level in new databases is CURRENTLY COMMITTED (CC). This
behaves like Read Committed isolation of the SQL standard, but instead of protecting the
read operations by shared locks, the latest committed version of the row will be retrieved
from transaction history (log) without waiting for locks and without need for getting any
locks on the row.
SET CURRENT ISOLATION sets the isolation value to a special CHAR(2) register
which will override the isolation level of the application package, and will be used up to
the end of the SQL session or until a new SET CURRENT ISOLATION command.
Application can read the current isolation level by the singleton read command of DB2 as
follows
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION

which returns the two character code of the isolation level, except spaces in case of CC.
In version 9.7 it is not possible to set the current isolation level to CC, but this can be
done using the command
SET ISOLATION RESET

For example,
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VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
1
-1 record(s) selected.
SET ISOLATION RR;
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
1
-RR
1 record(s) selected.
SET ISOLATION RESET;
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
1
--

In DB2 a transaction cannot be declared as READ ONLY (but a cursor or a view can).
Note: Even if DB2 uses different names for the isolation levels than ISO SQL standard,
for example in programmatic ODBC or JDBC connections the programs may use
isolation level definitions based on names in the ISO SQL standard, and the requested
isolation levels are mapped to the corresponding isolation levels of the DBMS by the
used database driver.

Summary
Based on what we have found above, it is a good and portable practice to set the
transaction isolation level always explicitly as the first statement of every transaction that
reads data. - But why always? Doesn't isolation level affect only read operations? Yes,
but even if our transaction consists only of write operations like INSERT, UPDATE, or
DELETE, these commands may use subqueries or there might be included some implicit
read operations of which we may not know. For example, the DBA may have created or
might, in the future, create triggers which include read operations for some business
rules.
The triggers will be included in the scope of the transaction and the isolation level
protects also the read operations in triggers. If the isolation level after the previous
transaction remains as REPEATABLE READ or SERIALIZABLE, the read operations in
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triggers may get blocked. On the other hand, the business rule of a trigger may be set to
protect against some write skew anomaly (see [2]), but a too low isolation level may
eliminate this protection effect of the trigger. It is important to tune the isolation level
according to all the needs of the current transaction, also the needs of the included
triggers.
X

X

The problem with isolation levels of triggers is that triggers are usually not programmed
as part of certain transaction, but they affect in scopes and logic of different transactions
which may have isolation levels of their own. So we should be able to fine tune the
isolation on statement level in triggers independently from isolation levels of transactions
which will be affected by the trigger. The ISO SQL standard provides no means for this,
but we will return later to the solutions provided by the implementations.

Concurrency Control - Theory and Practice
Traditionally database literature presents the following concurrency control techniques
 two-phase locking (2PL)
 timestamp ordering
 multi-version timestamp ordering and
 optimistic concurrency control
based on various research papers, without paying much attention to implementations in
real DBMS products.
Instead of the purpose of research papers, our purpose in the following is to explain and
guide you to verify the real techniques which are really implemented in the mainstream
DBMS products used by the industry. For example, in this tutorial we consider 2PL and
its variants as general principles which can be applied using LSCC, but not as a sole
implemented concurrency control mechanism of some DBMS.
The isolation levels of ISO SQL standard are defined with such database systems in mind
which store only the 'current facts' of the target world, in other words single versions of
rows, and even if the standard does not say anything on the concurrency control
technique to be used, all the isolation levels can be implemented using a multi-granular
locking scheme concurrency control (which we call shortly LSCC), which in literature is
often called pessimistic concurrency control (PCC).
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Multi-Granular Locking Scheme Concurrency Control (LSCC)
Locking is the most common technique to solve concurrency problems in databases.
Before the current era of relational databases, the concurrency control was based on
locking and unlocking of single records by the applications, and the skill of writing
proper locking plans was critical in database programming, since the early DBMS
products were not even capable of detecting and solving the deadlock situations. A
secure technique to avoid deadlock 5 was to conditionally reserve locks on all records,
data sets and predicates needed before starting the actual transaction, and continue the
transaction only if the locks were granted. At that time, the early theories of transactions
and serializability were born and principles like two-phase locking (2PL) protocol were
developed. In terms of locking, a transaction is called well-formed if it reads only data
items for which it has acquired shared (read) locks and writes only data items for which it
has acquired exclusive (write) locks. Accordingly, in the basic locking scheme for read
operation a shared lock (S-lock) is requested to the target and for writing an exclusive
lock (X-lock) is requested. Some locking schemes have implemented also an update
queuing lock (U-lock), which depending on the command types can be granted to the first
X-lock requester when X-lock cannot be granted immediately. The purpose of U-lock is
to prevent deadlocks, but in the next paper in this series of concurrency papers, in the
RVV Paper, we have an example of an SQL Server U-lock actually leading to a
deadlock!
F

F

The requested lock is granted depending on existing locks on the target as described in
the lock compatibility matrix of Table 4.
Lock
requested:
S
U
X

Lock already granted to some other process
none
S
U
X
6
grant
grant
grant
wait
grant
grant
wait
wait
grant
wait
wait
wait
F

F

Table 4. Basic lock compatibility matrix
Lock for a S-lock request is not granted if someone else already has an X-lock on the
target, otherwise an unlimited number of concurrent S-locks can be granted to the same
target. X-lock can be granted only if there exist no other locks on the target.
S, U and X are the basic locking modes. Modern database systems have implemented
also some additional locking modes, and we will return to these later. Other topics
5

We will explain the deadlock concept later in this paper.
In compatibility matrix presented by Gray and Reuter [7] p 408 U-locking is asymmetric: S-lock allows
U-lock, but U-lock blocks S-lock requests. This would accelerate the updater to get X-lock. However,
table 4 presents the way U-lock has been implemented in current DB2 and SQL Server editions, favoring
reading transactions.
6
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concerning the locks include lock granularity i.e. locking unit, duration of lock, and lock
timeout (i.e. maximal waiting time for locks).
Typical locking units in relational databases include table, page, and row, but also other
units can be used as presented in Figure 7. A page is a block of 2 to 32 kB (in SQL
Server always 8 kB, in DB2 4 kB as default and configurable as 4, 8, 16 or 32 kB, and in
Oracle 8 kB as default and configurable as 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32 kB) of continuous area for
table rows and some control data. Also indexes are implemented using page structures
accordingly. A tablespace is a physical space consisting of one or more disc files or raw
disc space for tables, indexes (, and other persistent data structures). such as XML and
other large objects. An extent is a continuous set of table pages. The larger the used
locking unit is the less concurrency can be supported. On the other hand, the smaller the
used locking unit is the more working space and processing overhead is required for lock
management work of the DBMS. In early days, a typical locking unit was one page
(page level locking). Nowadays a typical locking unit is one row (row level locking).
A solution to control the locking overhead is lock escalation. When the number of page
or row-level locks granted to a transaction grows over a configured limit, the DBMS tries
to get the corresponding lock mode on the whole table, and after getting this lock, it
releases those lower level locks of the transaction. Unfortunately this will often force the
transaction to wait, and may sometimes lead to a deadlock situation.
Quite often, after reading a row, the transaction wants to update the row and for that
purpose needs to promote / upgrade the S-lock first into an X-lock. This may also
sometimes lead to a deadlock situation.
The locking units presented in Fig. 7 form a tree hierarchy and this provides a possibility
to build multi-level granularity locking, also called hierarchical locking scheme, where in
addition to the locking modes S and X on the basic locking level, corresponding intent
locks (IS and IX) are first applied on higher level units in the hierarchy. When an S-lock
is needed, then an IS-lock is requested first on the highest level containing the target data
item, then to its descendant level units, and finally the S-lock on the actual data item, and
correspondingly for X-lock request. The purpose of intent locks is to reflect lower level
locking requests to granular levels above for checking compatibility of locks on those
levels. The compatibility of locks on these upper hierarchical units is shown by Table 5.
Only one lock mode at a time can be granted for a single resource unit access. Since Slock and IX-lock have different restrictive profiles, so if both would be granted, the
existing S or IX lock will be upgraded to a new shared-intention-exclusive mode SIX,
which indicates that the current unit is shared locked, and exclusive locks will be
requested to the descendant level units. So a SIX-lock is simply the result of S + IX
locks, and a SIX-lock on a table guarantees that only the owner of the SIX-lock can get
X-locks on pages or rows of the table, while others might get IS-locks on the table and
thus might get S-locks on the other pages or rows of the table.
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IX
S
SIX
X
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IS
grant
grant
grant
grant
wait

Lock already granted to some other process
IX
S
SIX
grant
grant
grant
grant
wait
wait
wait
grant
wait
wait
wait
wait
wait
wait
wait
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X
wait
wait
wait
wait
wait

Table 5. Compatibility matrix of granularity locks
For more details see Gray and Reuter [8], Barghouti et al [1], or Elmasri and Navathe [7].
X

X

X

X

X

Lock timeout and releasing locks
As default, the mainstream database systems don't apply lock timeout, although a timeout
value can usually be configured so that a lock request is automatically terminated with an
error after waiting time exceeds the limit defined by the timeout parameter. In TransactSQL we can use SET LOCK_TIMEOUT applied in the current SQL session to any lock
waits. In DB2 we can configure TIMEOUT as a database level parameter. In Oracle we
can use WAIT a number seconds as option LOCK TABLE and SELECT..FOR UPDATE
commands. We can also define DDL_LOCK_TIMEOUT and
DISTRIBUTED_LOCK_TIMEOUT values in Oracle.
Setting of a short timeout value provides the programming technique for conditional
locking. This can be important also in managing concurrency problems of distributed
transactions.
.
In earlier database systems, lock requests and releasing of locks using some unlock
statement were programmed in the application code, but in relational database systems
locks are requested implicitly by the DBMS based on the operation and its execution plan
as prepared by the DBMS optimizer. In Oracle and DB2 programmer may explicitly lock
tables, but not rows7, and cannot explicitly release any locks. The duration of locking is
tied to durations of transactions. X-locks are released automatically only at the end of a
transaction, whereas releasing of S-locks depends on the current isolation level as we will
see later. A rollback to a savepoint does not release any locks.
According to the 2PL protocol, a well-formed transaction consists of two phases so that
locks are acquired only in the first phase, the 'growing phase', and locks are released in
the second phase, the 'shrinking phase', as presented in Figure 8. This guarantees
serializability of the transaction although it may lead into a deadlock situation. If all the
locks are kept up to the end of the transaction, the protocol is called 'strict 2PL', whereas
7

In Oracle programmer gets exclusive row locks to rows retrieved by SELECT .. FOR UPDATE
command of which we will discuss later. This has been the typical method used by Oracle users already
before isolation level service was implemented Oracle.
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the transaction from the programmer's point of view consists only of a single growing
phase. The shrinking phase is generated implicitly by the COMMIT or ROLLBACK
request of the transaction [8] execution of which actions like for all SQL commands are
atomic operations of DBMS.
X[ 8]

growing
phase

shrinking
phase

begin of
transaction

end of
transaction

time

Figure 8. Phases of 2PL protocol
Based on the concepts of record-at-a-time-processing, lock, read, write, unlock, and
transaction commit or abort (i.e. rollback) theoreticians have developed abstract concepts
like classifications of schedules, histories and schedulers, which are favorite 'brain teaser'
topics in many textbooks. Quite often the textbooks forget to mention that these are just
simplifications. For example, there is no such mechanism as a 2PL scheduler, which is
just an abstraction. As critique on these simplifications, we should remember that SQL is
based on atomic set processing operations. For example, an UPDATE command requests
first implicit locking operations, then reading and writing of data occurs in complicated
table and index data structures on database pages. Furthermore, the concurrency of
memory structure operations among the internal processes or threads of the DBMS are
protected by latches, kind of "short term locks". Also Weikum and Vossen [16] admit
that "executing transactions is a highly dynamic situation in reality". The real sequence
of operations is dependent on SQL commands, the execution plans generated by the
DBMS optimizer, the mixture of transactions using different isolation levels, and perhaps
differently isolated cursors, programming logic in transactions and thus even on the
current contents in the database. Physical reading and writing to disc takes place only on
page units.
X

Isolation levels solved by LSCC
ISO SQL Isolation level implementations using LSCC are based on shared locks, since
X-locks are always kept up to end of transaction.
In case of Read Uncommitted isolation the read operations are not protected by S-locks,
so Dirty Reads are possible.
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For Read Committed isolation a short-term S-lock protecting the read operation prevents
Dirty Reads, and the acquired S-locks can be released immediately after thread
operations.
In case of Repeatable Read also the acquired S-locks are kept up to end of transaction.
To protect transaction against Phantom Reads in Serializable isolation level, the LSCC
implementations try to prevent such rows appearing by S-locking whole tables or ranges
of the used indexes so that no competing transaction could insert or update rows which
could appear as Phantom Reads for the transaction i.e. proactively preventing Phantom
Writes.

LSCC and Deadlock Problem
Let's now consider how LSCC systems cope with the concurrency anomalies which we
have discussed above.
If we apply Read Uncommitted or Read Committed isolation level for the transactions of
the lost update example in Figure 1, no S-locks will protect selected data from being
updated by concurrent transactions, but the first transaction issuing an UPDATE
command will get the X-lock and succeed updating, while the other needs to wait until
the first one will COMMIT, and proceed then with the UPDATE command. In this case,
the UPDATE of the first one will not get lost during the transaction and, from the point of
view of that transaction, the lost update problem has been solved, but right after the
transaction is committed, the update will be lost due to overwrite by the competing
transaction.
If we apply Repeatable Read or Serializable isolation level in these transactions, the lost
update problem will really be solved, but we will have a new concurrency problem
presented in Figure 8b. Both concurrent transactions will first get S-locks for the
SELECT commands, and when proceeding to UPDATE commands, both transactions
need to promote their S-locks to X-locks, but end up waiting for each other since X-lock
is not compatible with the S-lock of the competing transaction. This circular waiting
situation is called deadlock, but it is not any more a catastrophe for modern DBMS
products, which will detect the situation and solve the problem by selecting one of the
participating transaction as victim canceling it by automatic ROLLBACK and raising
error exception, except in Oracle, which only cancels the command leading to deadlock,
and it depends on the application code if it decides to the transaction.
In case. of SQL Server (in an interactive mode) the deadlock victim will get the
following kind of error messages:
Msg 1205, Level 13, State 51, Line 15
Transaction (Process ID 54) was deadlocked on lock resources with another process
and has been chosen as the deadlock victim. Rerun the transaction.
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and in DB2 LUW the error message to victim is following:
DB21034E The command was processed as an SQL statement because it was not a
valid Command Line Processor command. During SQL processing it returned:
SQL0911N The current transaction has been rolled back because of a deadlock
or timeout. Reason code "2". SQLSTATE=40001

The SQLSTATE value 40001 shown in the DB2 diagnostics is the concurrency conflict
error code as defined by the SQL standard. In Appendix 5, we will show how this should
be captured by an application written in Java.
In Oracle deadlock only the command leading to deadlock will be rolled back raising an
SQL exception and application need to decide if the transaction need to be rolled back or
how to proceed with the transaction logic.
Accounts
step

1

2

Process A
id := 12345;
set transaction isolation
level Repeatable Read;
SELECT balance
INTO :balance
FROM Accounts
WHERE acctId = :id;
(gets S-lock on the
row, ..)

balance of
id 12345
1,000 €

SELECT balance
INTO :balance
FROM Accounts
WHERE acctId = :id;
(gets S-lock on the row,
..)

3
4

newBalance :=
balance - 100;
newBalance :=
balance - 200;

5

6
7

8
9
Figure 8b.

Process B
id := 12345;
set transaction isolation
level Repeatable Read;

UPDATE Accounts
SET balance =
:newBalance
WHERE acctId = :id;
(waits X-lock on the
row, ..)
(waits X-lock on the
row, ..)

(waits X-lock on the
row, ..)

1,000 €

UPDATE Accounts
SET balance =
:newBalance
WHERE acctId = :id;
(waits X-lock on the
row, ..)
Deadlock detected!
=> automatic ROLLBACK

The Lost Update problem solved by locking, but leading to Deadlock
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All locks of the victim will be released on ROLLBACK, and the other transaction may
proceed. On rerun of the victim transaction, a common misunderstanding is that DBMS
would restart the transaction, but of course, this is not the case since the transaction logic
may depend on the database content, and the content may be different on the next try of
the transaction. So it is the responsibility of the application to retry the victim
transaction. In case the transaction consists of a method of a component in application
server, the rerun of the method can be a service of the application server. In Appendix 5,
we will present an example of the transaction retry programming model.
A deadlock is neither an error nor a catastrophe which should be avoided by all means,
even if some people believe so. In fact deadlock management is an important service
provided by the DBMS and guarantees that processing can continue even in case that
some transactions cannot be run concurrently. What is lost in case of a deadlock is the
work of the victim transaction and the waiting time of the application. The waiting time
is affected by the time interval of the deadlock detection mechanism of the DBMS, which
typically is something like 1 to 4 seconds. Sometimes it would be nice to prioritize
transactions in the application code if they ever run into a deadlock. For example SQL
Server has a special option for deadlock called SET DEADLOCK_PRIORITY.
Since Read Uncommitted isolation level allows reading data without S-lock protection it
does not prevent the Dirty Read anomaly, but all stronger isolation levels will protect
reading using S-locks and thus prevent application from dirty reading.
Using isolation level Repeatable Read or stronger to the scenario we presented in Figure
3 on Unrepeatable Read, may lead to a deadlock problem or not, depending on the order
of commands. We urge the reader to consider the case if steps 6 and 7 of Figure 3 are
executed in a different order.

Timestamp Ordering
Basic timestamp ordering does not use locks, but controls all read and write accesses to
data items based on unique transaction timestamps of the last read and last write action.
Access is allowed only to data items which have write timestamp of some earlier
transaction. The advantage of this technique is that it eliminates waiting times, so instead
of deadlock problems, the concurrency conflicts appear as losing the competition when
the first writer wins and all competing transactions need to rollback and later restart
themselves. For more details, see Weikum and Vossen [16], Coulouris et al [4],
Connolly and Begg [3], Elmasri and Navathe [7] etc.
X

X

X

X

[ 7]

From our point of view, this technique is not relevant since it is not used in the
mainstream commercial databases of today.

X
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Multi-Version Timestamp Ordering (MVCC)
Variants of timestamp ordering that have real DBMS implementations are called multiversion timestamp ordering or Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC) techniques.
Compared with the basic timestamp ordering which, like LSCC, tries to keep record of
current facts only (single versions of data items), the multi-version timestamp ordering
preserves a history of data item versions (row versions).
A transaction trying to read, will always get the data item version with the highest write
timestamp that is less or equal to the starting timestamp of the transaction, and read
timestamp will be set to max(read timestamp, timestamp of the transaction).
According to literature, a write operation by a transaction to a data item succeeds and
read and write timestamps of the new version will be set to the timestamp of the
transaction if the start timestamp of the transaction is higher than the read and write
timestamps of the latest version of the data item, otherwise the write operation fails and
the transaction needs to roll back.
Challenges of this concurrency control technique are the extra storage required on rows
for the timestamps ( ) and the uniqueness of these timestamps. We will return to some
implementations later. The implementations which we know don’t use the read
timestamp.
X[ 7]

Based on the MVCC mechanisms only the following two isolation levels can be
implemented: Currently Committed (in fact Latest Committed) and Snapshot Isolation
(latest committed before start of the transaction), although these are usually called Read
Committed and Serializable.

Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC)
Lock management as well as timestamp comparisons generate some overhead and some
techniques have been proposed which optimistically defer the checking of concurrency
conflicts to the commit phase of the transaction assuming that concurrency conflicts will
occur only seldom. Only read operations are done to the database during the transaction
and all writing is done to local copies which, after the concurrency validation phase, will
be synchronized to the database, and in case of detected concurrency conflict the
transaction is aborted. ([7])
OCC is a favorite protocol in database textbooks, but usually vendors calling the
concurrency control mechanism of their DBMS as optimistic have in fact implemented a
MVCC mechanism. The only real OCC implementation we have verified is concurrency
control mechanism of Pyrrho DBMS, developed at University of the West of Scotland
(UWS, [25], see www.pyrrhodb.com). In Appendix 1 we present 2 baseline concurrency
scenarios tested using Pyrrho DBMS professional version 3.3.
X
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Concurrency Technologies of Real DBMS Products
The locking schemes of DB2 and SQL Server are based on the single-version,
hierarchical, multi-granularity (for example tablespace/table/page/row) locking using
lock modes S, X, and U on selected lock granule, and corresponding intent mode locks
IS, IX, and SIX on the upper granular levels, always acquiring the (possible intent) locks
on the upper levels first. S-lock durations are configured based on the selected isolation
level as discussed later.
For operations using table scan access the DBMS should use table-level locking, but if
execution plan makes use of indexes, then a finer granule level can be used to allow more
concurrency between clients. Early DB2 versions used page-level locking and still single
tables can be configured to use it, but the default locking level is row-level locking. If
row-level locking is used then page-level locking is omitted in DB2. SQL Server uses
both page-level and row-level locking. The default basic lock granule in SQL Server is
row-level, but a table can be configured to allow or not to allow row-level and page-level
locking.

LSCC in SQL Server
Microsoft has implemented the locking scheme as presented by Gray [8] , but included
many new lock modes such as intent update (IU), key-range locks preventing from
phantoms, bulk update locks preventing others accessing the table during a bulk load of
data, and schema locks preventing from schema modifications [21].
The locking units used in this multi-granular implementation include, for example, the
following (for more details see Appendix 2):
- RID – rowid of a single row in a table which doesn’t have clustered index
- KEY- key value of a row in a table with clustered index
- PAGE – page of a table or index
- EXTENT – continuous group of 8 table or index pages
- TABLE – whole table including the data and its indexes
- FILE – a single file instead of the whole tablespace (which is called filegroup)
- DATABASE – an accessed database in the SQL Server instance
X

Transact-SQL does not have an explicit LOCK TABLE command, but the cost-based
optimizer of SQL Server decides of the execution plan and locking plan based on
command type, cardinality (statistics), the requested isolation level and the table hints.
Depending on the estimated number of rows to be processed, SQL Server will
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dynamically select row-level or page-level locking8, and in case of too many locks,
occasionally may decide on lock escalations to table level.
We will now have a look at what kind of locks the optimizer of SQL Server will request
based on different isolation levels:
For READ UNCOMMITTED isolation level no S-locks are requested.
READ COMMITTED is the default isolation level of SQL Server. For read operations it
will requests a short S-lock just for the time of the command and the lock will be
released, according to Microsoft MSDN SQL Server 2008 Books Online documentation
[21], depending on the granularity of the lock as follows: "Row locks are released before
the next row is processed. Page locks are released when the next page is read, and table
locks are released when the statement finishes." We have tested this in Appendix 2 using
Transact-SQL cursor processing, and the test proves that the row lock is released
immediately after cursor has fetched the row. Against the SQL standard, Read
Committed isolation in SQL Server does not imply READ ONLY mode of the
transaction.
X

For REPEATABLE READ isolation level, SQL Server keeps all S-locks and the multigranular intent locks up to the end of the transaction. In the following example we use a
simple table T
CREATE TABLE T (
id INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
s CHAR(10)
);

with the following contents
INSERT INTO T VALUES (1,'a');
INSERT INTO T VALUES (2,'b');
INSERT INTO T VALUES (3,'c');

Current locks in SQL Server can be monitored using system stored procedure sp_lock or
the new dynamic management view sys.dm_tran_locks which would allow more focused
monitoring. In the following test we simply use sp_lock to monitor the locks.
We start 3 query windows accessing the same database, and in the first window,
SQLquery1 (process 53), we run the following transaction
-- session A
BEGIN TRANSACTION
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ ;
SELECT * FROM T ;
UPDATE T SET s = 'value1' WHERE id = 1 ;

8

According to our tests, however, SQL Server seems to start to use row-level locking even if optimizer
selects table scan as the access method of execution plan , and then escalates to table-level locking after
number of row-level locks exceeds a certain limit.
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and in the second window, SQLquery2 (process 55), we run the following transaction
-- session B
UPDATE T SET s = 'value2' WHERE id = 1 ;

which seems to be blocked by some other transaction. Now, in the third window,
SQLQuery3 (process 57), we use sp_lock procedure to look at the locks
EXEC sp_lock
spid
-----53
53
53
53
53
53
54
55
55
55
55
56
57
57

dbid
-----5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1

ObjId
----------0
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
0
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
0
0
0
1131151075

IndId
-----0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

Type
---DB
KEY
PAG
TAB
KEY
KEY
DB
TAB
PAG
KEY
DB
DB
DB
TAB

Resource
Mode
-------------------------------- -------S
(8194443284a0)
X
1:121
IX
IX
(98ec012aa510)
S
(61a06abd401c)
S
S
IX
1:121
IX
(8194443284a0)
X
S
S
S
IS

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
WAIT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

In the report we see locks on databases (DB), tables (TAB), pages (PAG), and keys (KEY) of
rows. Our database has internal number 5 in our SQL Server instance, and table T has
object ID 1157579162. Process 57 is accessing also some table from database 1 for the lock
report. For primary key of table T we have used the defaults in SQL Server, so the table T
has clustered index 9 for the primary key. This means that the rows are included on the
leaf level pages of the index. Therefore the key locks appear as locks on the index (IndId
= 1). (Processes 54 and 56 are some internal processes of SQL Server 2008 R2 Express.)
After repeating the test using isolation level SERIALIZABLE in session A, we get the
following lock report:
spid
-----53
53
53
53
53
53
53
55
55
55
55
57
57

dbid
-----5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
5

ObjId
----------0
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
1157579162
0
1131151075
0

IndId
-----0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

Type
---DB
KEY
PAG
KEY
TAB
KEY
KEY
TAB
PAG
KEY
DB
TAB
DB

Resource
Mode
-------------------------------- -------S
(8194443284a0)
RangeX-X
1:121
IX
(ffffffffffff)
RangeS-S
IX
(98ec012aa510)
RangeS-S
(61a06abd401c)
RangeS-S
IX
1:121
IX
(8194443284a0)
X
S
IS
S

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
WAIT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

SQL Server requests and keeps row level S-locks as RangeS-S locks on index, and Xlocks as RangeX-X. The RangeS-S lock on the high-end KEY value (ffffffffffff) in
9

Clustered indexes are explained for example in the Index Design workshop of DBTechNet
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the clustered index (IndId = 1) prevents concurrent transactions from inserting new key
values on the primary key, i.e. from inserting new rows in the table.
For a complete list of SQL server locking modes and also implementation of MVCC
concurrency control, we refer to Appendix 2 and SQL Server Books Online.
We present examples on use of U-locks by SQL Server in our "RVV Paper” [12].
The isolation level defined for the scope of transaction is the default isolation used by
optimizer to sort out proper locking strategy for the commands in the transaction, but the
strategy can be changed for any table in a single command by writing Transact-SQL table
options in a WITH clause after the table name.
The table options include, for example,
- reconfiguring the isolation level: READUNCOMMITTED, READCOMMITTED,
REPEATABLEREAD, SERIALIZABLE

- READPAST to bypass exclusively locked rows instead of waiting on reading
implementing read-past locking (see Gray [7], p 402)
- configuring the lock mode: UPDLOCK, XLOCK
- configuring the lock granule: PAGLOCK, ROWLOCK, TABLOCK
- configuring the lock options: NOLOCK, NOWAIT, HOLDLOCK.
X

X

For full documentation of table options, see SQL Server Books Online / table hints.
Lock timeout can be set in milliseconds, for example, to a half second as follows:
SET LOCK_TIMEOUT TO 500 ;

A powerful transaction tuning option is DEADLOCK_PRIORITY which can be used to set
transaction priority to low (down to -10) to become a potential victim in case of a
deadlock, or high (up to 10) to win the deadlock competition.

LSCC in DB2 LUW
Concurrency control in DB2 is based only on the single-version locking scheme. Default
locking granularity is on row-level, but can be configured by LOCKSIZE parameter of
CREATE / ALTER TABLE commands to ROW or TABLE. Page-level locking is
available only for special editions (see [20]). In this tutorial we focus on the DB2
Express-C edition only.
X

Beside the basic and intent lock modes, DB2 uses some other lock modes which are
described in [20] .
X

Locking plan is decided by the DBMS depending on the execution plan generated by the
optimizer and the isolation level requested by the application as presented in Figure 9.
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Application can also lock a table or view by an explicit LOCK TABLE command as
follows:

(source: DB2 Information Center)
However, the explicit locking is usually not recommended.
Listings with tests on various isolation levels on the locks held by DB2 are presented in
Appendix 3.
Isolation level UNCOMMITTED READ (UR) corresponds to the READ
UNCOMMITTED of SQL Standard, and like SQL Server, DB2 does not cover reading
with S-locks for these transactions.
Isolation level CURSOR STABILITY (CS) corresponds to the READ COMMITTED of
SQL Standard, and like SQL Server, DB2 requests S-locks for rows to read committed
data and releases the locks immediately after reading. However, in case of cursor
processing, the lock on current row is kept.
Isolation level READ STABILITY holds IS-lock on table and S-lock on every row of the
result set.
Isolation level REPEATABLE READ holds an S-lock on the table allowing the reading
of table rows without row-level locking.
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Access method?
Index scan

Table scan

Update?
No
IS-lock
on table

S-locks
on rows
to be read 1)

Update?
Yes

No

IX-lock
on table

S-lock
on table 1)

S-locks on rows
to be read 1)
X-locks on rows
to be updated

Yes
X-lock
on table

Source:
IBM, Developerworks
DB2 9 – Data concurrency

1) depending on the isolation level
Figure 9. Basic locking mode selection by the DB2 optimizer

Note: In case of Read Stability or Cursor Stability, on row-level, DB2 uses Next Key
Share (NS) locks instead of S-locks.
There are many possibilities to watch the current locks in a DB2 database providing
different kinds of information, but unfortunately we have not yet found any as usable for
a novice user as in SQL Server. There are various utilities such as db2dp and db2top
(the later only on Unix and Linux platforms) and system views
SYSIBMADM.SNAPLOCK and SYSIBMADM.SNAPLOCKWAIT. The following
examples demonstrate these alternatives using similar table T like we used in SQL Server
after following command sequence
SET ISOLATION TO RS;
SELECT * FROM T;

On Unix or Linux platforms we can watch the locks by db2top on terminal window as
follows
db2top -d sample

and selecting “U” for Locks we get the following view
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Unfortunately we cannot configure this view of db2top. In our case it just shows us
that there is IS-lock on table T and at least 1 NS-lock on rows of table T for agent 7
which is our Command Editor connection. The “Internal” locks are technical locks: Slocks on Internal Plans are locks on the used application plans (packages), and S-locks on
Internal Variations are locks used for dynamic SQL in cache.
Utility db2pd presents us a bit more information as follows

At least we now know that some 3 rows have NS locks, and since there are locks (the IS
lock) only on table T, these are rows of the table T.
We can get more useful lock reports configuring the MONITOR switch for locks ON for
the database as follows:
db2 "update monitor switches using lock on"
and then applying queries to performance snapshot system views SNAPLOCK and
SNAPLOCKWAIT. (Note: keeping MONITOR switches ON will generate extra overhead,
so this should usually be avoided in a production environment.)
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Trying to keep our lock monitoring as simple as in case of SQL Server, we create a
monitoring view combining the snapshot system views 10 as follows:
CREATE VIEW Locks (proc,tabname,type,mode,status,count,holder)
AS
SELECT CAST(agent_id AS SMALLINT),
CAST(TRIM(tabschema)||'.'||TRIM(tabname) AS CHAR(30)),
CAST(lock_object_type AS CHAR(12)),
CAST(lock_mode AS CHAR(6)),
CAST(lock_status AS CHAR(6)),
CAST(lock_count AS SMALLINT),
CAST(NULL AS SMALLINT)
FROM sysIBMadm.SnapLock
WHERE lock_object_type NOT LIKE 'INTERN%'
UNION ALL
SELECT CAST(agent_id AS SMALLINT),
CAST(TRIM(tabschema)||'.'||TRIM(tabname) AS CHAR(30)),
CAST(lock_object_type AS CHAR(12)),
CAST(lock_mode AS CHAR(6)),'WAIT',
CAST(1 AS SMALLINT),
CAST(agent_id_holding_lk AS SMALLINT)
FROM sysIBMadm.SnapLockWait
COMMIT;

Let’s now apply the same test we had in SQL Server using concurrent sessions. In
session A (proc 1463) we start the following transaction
-- session A
SET ISOLATION = RS ;
SELECT * FROM T ;
UPDATE T SET s = 'value1' WHERE id = 1 ;

and in session B (proc 1493) the following command will be blocked by session A
-- session B
UPDATE T SET s = 'value2' WHERE id = 1 ;

which we can see by running the following query in a third concurrent session
SELECT * FROM Locks ORDER BY proc, tabname, mode;
PROC
-----1463
1463
1463
1463
1493
1493

10

TABNAME
-----------------------------TIKO.T
TIKO.T
TIKO.T
TIKO.T
TIKO.T
TIKO.T

TYPE
-----------TABLE_LOCK
ROW_LOCK
ROW_LOCK
ROW_LOCK
TABLE_LOCK
ROW_LOCK

MODE
-----IX
NS
NS
X
IX
X

STATUS COUNT HOLDER
------ ------ -----GRNT
2
GRNT
1
GRNT
1
GRNT
2
GRNT
1
WAIT
1
1463

These snapshot system views are deprecated and will be replaced by new monitoring table functions.
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Note: This has been tested using DB2 V9.7 Express-C on Windows XP workstation.
While running the very same test on Linux platforms we have not got the last line of the
waiting process.
The lock mode NS stands for Next Key Share, which is used instead of row-level S-lock
on isolation levels CS and RS.
Compared with our lock report of SQL Server, in this DB2 lock report we see the
qualified names of the tables, but will not see any key values or addresses.
The most extensive lock monitoring report format we get using the following get
snapshot command
db2 "get snapshot for locks on <database>"
The problem with this snapshot report is that we cannot configure the report to focus only
on those details which we are interested in.

Concurrency Control in Oracle
Oracle was the first commercial database product on the market in 1979. Even if it was
partly implemented based on the public papers of the System R development team of
IBM, its concurrency control technology as implemented in version 6 is quite unique, a
mixture of MVCC and locking. It supports both row-level X-locking, and multiple
modes of table-level locking. Instead of separate lock records in buffers of DBMS like
System R, DB2 and SQL Server use, Oracle uses row locks which Gulutzan and Pelzer
[10] call "marks on the wall". That is a System Change Number (SCN) of the latest
writing transaction marking the page or (starting from Oracle 10 versions) a technical
column on a table created with ROWDEPENDENCIES option [23] marking every row.
If the "mark" can be found in the internal table of active transactions, the row is
considered locked for this transaction. This eliminates the need for any lock escalations.
X

X

While any row in a table is locked, the table is marked as ROW EXCLUSIVE (RX)
locked [14]. This is similar to the IX-lock on table in the LSCC systems.
X

X

No read-locking and waiting for read requests is needed due to the multi-versioning
implementation of Oracle. Whenever a row is updated (or deleted), the old version is
written to a separate storage (Rollback Segment of earlier or Undo Segments in Undo
Tablespace of the latest Oracle versions) and chained there to the saved history of the
rows. Other transactions which want to read the row will immediately get the version
from this history which fits with the isolation level of the reading transaction. See Fig.
10.
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Rollback Segment /
Undo Tablespace

Table
1. copy the row

2. lock the row
3. update the row…

...
Chain of
previous
versions

Commit

All concurrent
transactions
will see only
a copy which
depends on the
isolation level

Figure 10. Oracle Multi-Versioning

In Oracle's MVCC solution, it is possible to delete those row versions in the history
chains which are too old for any active transaction. The new storage solution using the
Undo Tablespace for the version history chains instead of separate rollback segments is
easier to manage. However, it is necessary to reserve space big enough for this storage,
otherwise readers may get the error message of "snapshot too old".
Note: SQL Server's MVCC solution is like Oracle's MVCC, except that version
history chains are stored in the TempDB database, which should also be reserved
big enough.
The only supported isolation levels in Oracle are called READ COMMITTED and
SERIALIZABLE although these should be called something like "READ LATEST
COMMITTED" and "SNAPSHOT SERIALIZABLE", since Read Committed gets the
latest committed version of a data item from the row history, and Serializable gets the
latest row versions which have been committed before the reading transaction has started.
If a transaction with isolation level SERIALIZABLE, having read a row from the history
chain instead of the current rowid location, tries to update the row, it will get a
concurrency conflict exception.
The concurrency control described above is managed automatically. In addition to
automatic locking and independent of the isolation level, the programmer can explicitly
lock rows using a SELECT command with FOR UPDATE clause, for example,
SELECT * FROM T WHERE id = 2 FOR UPDATE;

In our RVV paper [11], we will show that this is a must - a real programmer's "life saver"
in using Oracle.
X

X
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Figure 11. Syntax of Oracle's LOCK TABLE command (source [20] )

Although it is not recommended, programmers can use also explicit table locking
commands using the syntax in Figure 11. The available table lock modes are listed in
table 6 and the compatibilities of these in table 7.
lockmode:

code: description:

EXCLUSIVE
SHARE

X
S

ROW EXCLUSIVE
ROW SHARE

RX
RS

SHARE ROW EXCLUSIVE

SRX

table locked exclusively, but others can read data
table locked for READ ONLY mode. No process can update
rows
default processing mode, see above
other processes can read data, but no other gets exclusive lock on
the table
others can lock the table in RS mode, but not in X or S mode

Table 6. Table Lock modes of Oracle (sources [14] [23])
X

Lock
requested:
RS
RX
S
SRX
X

X

X

Lock already granted to some other process
RS
grant
grant
grant
grant
wait?

RX
grant
grant
wait?
wait?
wait?

S
grant
wait?
grant
wait?
wait?

SRX
grant
wait?
wait?
wait?
wait?

X
wait?
wait?
wait?
wait?
wait?

Table 7. Compatibility matrix of Oracle table locks. Waiting depends on the WAIT
parameter (sources [14] [23])
X

X

X

The RS, RX, and SRX are actually Oracle's implementation of intent locks on table level.
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As a summary, Oracle’s concurrency control mechanism is a hybrid mixture of MVCC
and table-level locking.
Oracle locks can be monitored by DBA users using the system view V$LOCK as
described in Appendix 4.
This far Oracle has not implemented lock timeout parameter for local transactions, but for
distributed transactions DISTRIBUTED_LOCK_TIMEOUT can be set as 1 or more
seconds.
Concurrency conflicts in Oracle:
It is possible get deadlocks also in Oracle, but Oracle deals with deadlocks differently
from pure LSCC systems. Instead of automatic ROLLBACK, Oracle will rollback only
the command which would lead to deadlock situation, and it will inform the application
on the situation by exception. It is then the responsibility of the application to decide if
the transaction should be rolled back (which usually is the natural choice) or if the
transaction logic allows some alternative operations.
Due to MVCC nature of Oracle, there may appear also other forms of concurrency
conflicts which are not called as deadlock, but should be treated the same way by the
application.

Statement and Cursor Level Isolations
As a good programming practice and according to the SQL standard, it is not possible to
change the transaction isolation level after beginning of the transaction [11] . The
isolation level of transaction affects as default on SQL statements on read accessing to
data which concurrent transactions have modified, and on how long the transaction
prevents other transactions from modifying the rows it has been reading. Note that a
transaction in DBMS, which allows Read Uncommitted isolation, cannot prevent
concurrent transactions from reading the rows it has itself modified, which is a common
misunderstanding.
X

ISO SQL standard does not define concurrency separately for command level, but as we
learned, DB2's Cursor Stability affects cursor behavior. Starting from DB2 LUW 9.5
cursor can be configured to use optimistic concurrency without locking and so differing
from the isolation level of the current transaction scope. We will cover this in our "RVV
Paper"[12] . It is also possible to change the isolation of any SELECT statement using
isolation clause like in the following example:
X
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SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM emp
WHERE eyes='blue' AND hair='red'
WITH (UR);

The isolation level in the WITH clause can be any isolation level of DB2. We will
present these later.
SQL Server provides cursor processing in optimistic concurrency without locks either in
WITH VALUES or WITH ROW VERSIONING mode [21]. It is also possible to define
the isolation level differently from the current transaction isolation level for any table
access in a statement, using table hints in a WITH clause like in the following example:
X

X

SELECT COUNT(*)
FROM emp WITH (READUNCOMMITTED)
WHERE eyes='blue' AND hair='red'

With the table hints, we can also change the isolation level of a Transact-SQL cursor.
We will return later to these SQL Server table hints.
Oracle’s transaction isolation levels of are based on multi-versioning so that a transaction
can always only read committed data and without need to wait. Oracle's
SERIALIZABLE is actually a SNAPSHOT from the database based on the timestamp of
the transaction start time. With this transaction isolation level, Oracle cannot prevent
other transactions from updating or deleting some of the rows seen in the snapshot.
This problem can be solved only by locking selected rows using the FOR UPDATE
clause as follows:
SELECT *
FROM emp
WHERE eyes='blue' AND hair='red'
FOR UPDATE ;

Holdable Cursor and Locks
According to SQL standard, by default a cursor will be closed automatically at the end of
the transaction in which it has been opened, but if the cursor is defined using the WITH
HOLD option, the cursor remains open on COMMIT, and in some DBMS systems also
on ROLLBACK. On locking systems the locks acquired for the cursor will be released
on COMMIT, except the lock of the current row of the cursor. However, update or delete
by the WHERE CURRENT OF form of the cursor succeeds only on rows fetched in the
current transaction only. A holdable cursor must be closed explicitly.
In SQL Server as default cursors are not closed automatically at the end of transaction,
but by CURSOR_CLOSE_ON_COMMIT ON a database can be configured to close
automatically. Using special values of database option CURSOR_DEFAULT the scope
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of cursors can be limited even to the SQL batch of commands, the store procedure or the
trigger where the cursor is created.

Some Contention Scenarios
Following concurrency scenarios may lead to concurrency conflicts, and the typical
lesson in textbooks is “Don’t do that!”. However, our pedagogical point is to experiment
with these conflicts, so that we better understand these cases. There are many other
potential scenarios for concurrency conflicts than those which we present below, and we
need to cope with them.
Scenario 1: Contention on SELECT-UPDATE accessing the same resource
-

The concurrency control can affect the final results

In Appendix 1 we present a simple scenario of accessing the same row by SELECTUDATE command sequences in two concurrent SQL sessions and using OCC
implementation of Pyrrho DBMS. This can be considered as a baseline scenario of a true
ACID transaction, fully isolated from concurrent sessions, - and failing in case of
conflicts found on validation at the COMMIT phase. We encourage the readers to test the
case with different isolation levels of DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server.
Since concurrent sessions usually don’t proceed synchronously, it is possible that for
example steps 2 and 3 will be done in different order, and this will affect the final result.
If we test the SELECT-UPDATE scenario of Figure 1 which leads to Lost Update
problem without any concurrency control mechanism as presented by Date, we will
notice that the results will vary depending on the DBMS system, the concurrency control
mechanism (LSCC or MVCC), and the isolation levels used. We encourage the readers
to test the case with different isolation levels of DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server.

Scenario 2: Contention when updating multiple resources in different order
-

The concurrency control affects the behavior on exceptions

A typical piece of advice for trying to avoid deadlocks while using some LSCC based
system is to arrange transaction logic so that updates of tables/rows are always done in
the same order. Of course this is not always possible, and we may not even know of the
competing transactions.
In Appendix 1 we also present a basic test of updating two rows in different order by
concurrent sessions using OCC implementation of Pyrrho DBMS. The scenario leads to
a concurrency conflict, and the first transaction to commit will win.
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The readers are encouraged to test this scenario using DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server. The
final result may be the same, but service provided by the DBMSs will differ.
For more detailed experimentation on SQL exceptions in two concurrent JDBC sessions
which update two rows in opposite order can be conducted using the Java program of
Appendix 5. The readers are encouraged to test how does DB2, Oracle, or SQL Server
behave in case of concurrency conflicts, and will the presented Retry data access pattern
solve the conflict for the application needs.
The contention can appear even if one transaction is applying updates and the others read
accesses like in our example in Figure 8.

Scenario 3: Contention as side effect of referential integrity checks
-

The concurrency control can affect the final results

Referential integrity checking means that DBMS need to do some extra reading. This
may affect also concurrency control. For example, try to test the behavior of SQL Server
using the following tables and concurrent transactions:
CREATE
pid
pv
)
CREATE
cid
cv
fk

TABLE Parent (
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
INT
TABLE Child (
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
INT,
INT
FOREIGN KEY REFERENCES Parent

)
GO
INSERT INTO Parent VALUES (1, 0)
INSERT INTO Child VALUES (1, 4, 1)
GO
-- Process A
BEGIN TRANSACTION
UPDATE Parent SET pv= pv+1 WHERE pid = 1
-- Process B
BEGIN TRANSACTION
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
INSERT INTO Child VALUES (2, 5, 1)

What will happen?
What if this were applied to DB2 or Oracle?
You can find these hands-on exercises and some more in the hands-on exercise collection
in the accompanying file CCLab1.pdf.
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Advanced Single-Connection Transaction Models
The concept of simple flat transactions is not that simple after all, but already the early
System R prototype RDBMS implemented more advanced transaction features such as
savepoints, and even more advanced transaction models have been studied by
researchers. Savepoints are now a proven working technology implemented in all
mainstream DBMS systems of today, and some implementations of nested transactions
exist. The idea of saga model has influenced SQL standard, but sagas and so called long
transactions are not really supported in the mainstream DBMS systems today, and trying
to apply these in business critical OLTP applications is just bad SQL transaction design,
of which we present sagas just as a warning example. The concept of long transaction
doesn't even have an exact definition and the concept of workflow model is out of scope
of the SQL transaction programming.

Transaction Savepoints
As a general rule the transactions should be designed to be as short as possible. However,
some transactions may need many database actions and application logic. This
transaction logic can include also multiple tentative parts, starting with named savepoint
definitions and ending optionally with the rollback of all database modifications made
after the named savepoint. According to the ISO SQL [11] a savepoint is defined by
command of following form
SAVEPOINT <savepoint name>

and the partial rollback of database modifications made in the transaction after a named
savepoint (including “nested savepoints”, meaning the savepoint definitions after that) is
done using the command
ROLLBACK TO SAVEPOINT <savepoint name>

The scope in which the defined savepoints are available is the active SQL transaction, but
according to the standard it is also possible to destroy an existing savepoint and its nested
savepoints in the transaction using a command
RELEASE SAVEPOINT <savepoint name>

which means that these savepoints are no more available for partial rollbacks.
All mainstream DBMS systems have a savepoint implementation, but all use syntax of
their own. An interesting question is does a partial rollback release locks achieved for the
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actions which have been rolled back. According to our tests, rollbacks to savepoints
don’t release locks.

Nested Transactions
A popular and inspiring topic in research papers is the concept of nested transactions, and
there exists different nested transaction models. Gray and Reuter [8] mention sequential
nested transactions model as a synonym of savepoints, and nested transactions with
parallelism among atomic subtransactions as another model of which there exists
variants and even some implementations. Nested SQL transaction consists of root
transaction and tree hierarchy of subtransactions in the scope of the root transaction using
the same a single database connection. Leaf level transactions in the tree are flat
transactions. Typically referenced nested transaction model in literature is Moss's model
according to which only the leaf level transaction can access the database, but in the
following we quote the model presented by Gray and Reuter [8] which allows actions on
all levels of the hierarchy, and defines following behavior rules for the nested
transactions:
Commit rule: commit of a subtransactions makes its results available only to its parent
transaction, but finally the results will be made durable in the database
only when the root transaction commits.
Rollback rule: if the root or a subtransaction is rolled back, then also results of its all
subtransactions will be rolled back.
Visibility rule: all objects available to a parent transaction are also available to its
subtransations, but modifications made by a subtransaction will be
visible to its parent transaction
ISO SQL standard does not define nested transactions, and the concept is not supported
in the mainstream DBMS systems.
Only implementation of nested transactions is available in SQL Server has a simplified
nested transaction model in which subtransactions cannot be rolled back. A rollback on
any level will roll back the whole transaction. Commit of a subtransaction does not
release any locks granted to the subtransaction. In fact, benefits of using SQL Server's
nested transaction are not clear at all.
Instead of nested transactions described above Oracle has implemented the concept of
autonomous subtransactions in stored procedures, functions and triggers. An
autonomous transaction is fully independent of the parent transaction. Modifications
made by committed autonomous transaction are durable even if the parent transaction
will be rolled back. For details of autonomous transactions we refer to Oracle PL/SQL
Language Reference manual [24].
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Sagas of Chained Transactions with Compensating Transactions
As an alternative of using sequence of savepoints, a multi-step transaction can be split
into a chain of transactions so that at commit or rollback phase a new transaction starts
immediately with same transaction properties as the committed transaction without
freeing the resources reserved by the previous transaction. For these purposes ISO SQL
standard defines the special syntax for committing transactional steps in a chained
transaction by
COMMIT [WORK] AND CHAIN

In case some transactional step in the transaction chain fails, there should be reverse
chain of compensating transactions which should undo the committed transactions in the
chain, and a ROLLBACK statement of failed transaction starts the compensating
transaction chain by
ROLLBACK [WORK] AND CHAIN.

Sequence of chained transactions with corresponding chain of compensating transactions
presented in Figure 12 is called saga.

corresponding
compensating
transactions:

initial consistent state
sequence of
transactions:

commit

T1
T1

commit and chain T2

T2
T2

commit and chain T3

rollback

C1
C1

rollback
and chain
C1

commit and chain C1

C2
C2
...

T3
T3

commit and chain Cn-2

Cn-1
Cn-1

...
Tn
Tn
commit

committed after the saga

Figure 12. Saga of chained transactions with compensating transactions

The idea of a compensating transaction, for example C1, is to programmatically
“rollback” the committed work of the corresponding transaction T1. In a multi-user
environment this cannot be guaranteed to succeed, since some competing transaction may
have intervened and changed the results in the database. In general, chained transactions
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with compensating transactions are a model of bad transaction programming design,
due to uncontrolled concurrency.
The current mainstream RDBMS systems don't support these syntaxes, but the concept of
chained transactions is available using external TP monitors.

Best Practices for Transaction Programming
















Accessing OLTP databases should always be based on SQL transactions. You
cannot rollback actions in autocommit mode!
SQL transactions should be as short as possible and contain only interactions with
the database. Especially user interaction has to occur outside SQL transactions..
Define transaction isolation level at the beginning of every transaction. Don’t trust
on the default isolation. Consider carefully which is the reliable, but not too
blocking isolation level for your transaction. The ISO SQL isolation level
SERIALIZABLE is not always the best solution. Avoid write operations in
transactions with isolation levels less than ISO SQL REPEATABLE READ.
Know the behavior of your DBMS. Verify the concurrency control service of
your transaction against potential competing transactions. In case of read-write
scenario, consider exclusive row-locking in the read operations using
SELECT..FOR UPDATE, if it is supported.
Performance is important, but reliability is even more important. (GIGO =
Garbage In Garbage Out)
Avoid blind overwriting of existing data (explained in our RVV Paper).
To avoid deadlocks, it has been recommended that accessing resources in the
database should follow the same order of rows trying to avoid circular waits of
locks. The effect of accessing order can be tested using our bank transfer
example in Appendix 5. However, this rule cannot always be applied.
Transactions should be idempotent [8]. It means that transaction should not have
any side effects in case of re-runs. Especially a transaction should not include any
interactions with the user of the application.
Even if RBMS systems allow dynamic changes in the database structures, DDL
commands concurrently with transactions may lead to blocking since DDL
commands update the system tables and the RDBMS need to protect these
updates. SQL Server uses special schema locks to manage concurrency with
DDL commands. Oracle does not allow DDL commands inside transactions.
On writing stored procedures and triggers, consider that the isolation level of the
invoking/firing transaction is the default isolation in your routine, and you don’t
know it generally.
Transaction should start and end in the same application component (module),
with exception of automatic rollbacks by the DBMS, which shall be captured by
the exception programming of the application code. Automatic rollbacks may
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occur also in stored procedures and triggers. A stored procedure or trigger should
not start usually new transactions of its own.
Don’t access multiple database connections concurrently in your application code
if you don’t know how to manage distributed transactions (which we will cover
in another paper)

Summary
In figure 13 we summarize, in free format, the major findings in this Concurrency Paper,
relating serializability theory with ISO SQL standard and the sample of RDBMS
products. ISO SQL standard defines isolation levels as abstract terms for concurrency
control, based on the concurrency problems, which are supposed to be solved by the
isolation levels, without regarding the actual concurrency control mechanisms.
Serializability theory is built on simplified read, write, lock and unlock operations
resulting principles like two-phase locking (2PL) for achieving serializable executions of
transactions.
As real concurrency control mechanisms in the mainstream database systems we have
seen two basic implementations, namely single-version locking schemes for which we
use the categorical name locking scheme concurrency control (LSCC) instead of name
2PL used in database textbooks, and multi-version concurrency control (MVCC). The
third concurrency control mechanism is the server-side optimistic concurrency control
mechanisms, implemented for example in Pyrrho DBMS.
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Serializability
theory

ISO SQL Standard

2PL
Strict 2PL
Isolation levels
ACID

OCC

Pyrrho

RDBMS
products

LSCC

DB2
SQL Server
…

MVCC
SQL Server
Oracle
…

Figure 13. Theory, standard, and concurrency control implementations

The actual concurrency control mechanisms of the mainstream DBMS systems covered
above allow also non-2PL behavior, for example updating after select while READ
COMMITTED isolation has been ordered from the DBMS – which, of course, may also
lead to problems.
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DB2 V9.7
select ..
with RU

SQL
Server
2008
allow
snapshot
isolation

Oracle 11g

N/A

yes 1)

yes 1)

N/A

N/A

yes

N/A

"Read
Committed"

Oracle
11g

yes
yes

Optimistic with
timestamp

(row change
timestamp)

Cursor Stability

CS

(X-locking of rows)

select ..
with RS,RR

(WITH HOLD)

yes

yes

Read Uncommitted

yes

RU

(Snapshot) Read
Committed

SQL
Server
2008

SQL Server
2008 read
committed
snapshot
isolation

N/A

yes
"Scroll
Locks"
select..
for
update
yes
yes

CC

Read Committed

yes

CS

yes

N/A

N/A

yes 1)

N/A

Snapshot

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

yes

"Serializable"

Repeatable Read

yes

RS, RR 2)

yes

N/A

yes 1)

yes 1)

N/A

Serializable

yes

N/A

yes

N/A

yes 1)

yes 1)

N/A

Table 8: Summary of Isolation Levels and Concurrency Control Implementations
1) based on locking scheme, so the database option is only semi-MVCC
2) RS holds locks for selected rows, whereas RR holds locks on all read rows preventing “update
phantoms”

Table 8 summarises roughly the SQL isolation levels and concurrency control
implementations in modern mainstream DBMS systems.

In their paper, Berenson et al [2] criticize the isolation levels of ANSI/ISO SQL in that
the standard does not recognize the Cursor Stability isolation provided by DB2 and some
other implementations, nor the Snapshot Isolation. Regarding the Cursor Stability (CS),
the authors forget that, on scope of transaction, CS affects otherwise like Read
Committed, but it will affect the behavior of cursors, and the standard does not state
anything on isolation in scope of single commands and cursor processing, for which the
isolation on transaction level provides the default behavior. The Snapshot Isolation,
implemented using MVCC, is not in line with the idea of database as collection of
current / single-version facts, which is the ideology of DB2 SQL and so original ideology
X

X
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of the ISO SQL standard. MVCC has its advantages as a non-blocking protocol, but also
problems of its own as shown by Berenson et al [2].
X

X

Even if locking should usually be left as the responsibility of the DBMS, occasionally it
just is necessary to use explicit locking using row-level locking (Oracle), explicit table
locking, table hints, or cursor level isolations.
What next?
In the next paper of this concurrency series, the RVV Paper [12], we will consider SQL
transactions from application point of view, series of dependent SQL transactions
building the data access for user transactions. The optimal isolation level may differ in
SQL transactions of the same user transaction, and occasionally we may need explicit
row-level locking. It is also possible that SQL transactions of the same user transaction
don’t share the same SQL session in terms of same physical database connection.
X

We have covered only reliability issues, but when we can manage with the reliability
topics, the next question is performance. We will cover this in our DBTech CCLab2.
In this paper we have covered only transactions in a single database in a single
connection (SQL session), which are also called local transactions apart from distributed
transactions (which are also called as global transactions) accessing multiple databases
and controlled by external transaction managers of application servers. Distributed
transactions are the theme of our third paper in this concurrency series, introducing
interesting topics, such as
 Two-Phase Commit (2PC)
 Global deadlock in heterogeneous distributed database
 More challenging performance questions.

Review Questions
Describe what the acronym ACiD means, and define each component.
(*) Why don’t DB2, Oracle, and SQL Server support ACID transactions? Give some
examples.
How can we set isolation level?
Why is it important to define isolation level in the beginning of transaction?
Why we should not change isolation level in the mid of a transaction?
How does locking assure data integrity?
What is the difference between a lock timeout and a deadlock?
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What does lock escalation mean?
(*) What does SIX lock mean and when do we get a SIX lock?
Why Oracle does not need lock escalation?
What does “marks on a wall” on Oracle locks mean?
What does 2PL mean?
What does Strict 2PL mean?
What does Multi-Versioning Concurrency Control (MVCC) mean?
What does server-side Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC) mean?
(*) How can we find out the current isolation level in DB2, Oracle, SQL Server?
What would be proper names for the isolation levels of Oracle?
(*) How does database configuration affect isolation levels?
What does transaction savepoint mean?
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Appendix 1 On Behavior of Optimistic Concurrency
Control (OCC)
Optimistic Concurrent Control (OCC) has been presented by Kung and Robinson in
ACM Transactions on Database Systems in 1981, before the era of relational databases,
and referred by Chris Date as follows:
"The so-called optimistic (concurrency control) methods are based on assumption that
conflict (in the sense of two transactions requesting simultaneous access to the same
object) is likely to be quite rare in practice. The methods operate by allowing transactions
to run to completion completely unhindered, and then checking at COMMIT time to see
whether a conflict did in fact occur. If it did, the offending transaction is simply started
again from the beginning. No updates are ever written to the database prior to successful
completion of COMMIT processing, so such restarts do not require any updates to be
undone.”

Note: Chris Date is not accurate in the last sentences. Reader might get the impression that the
DBMS will restart the failed transaction, but this cannot be the case. The transaction
logic may depend on the current content in the database, and that content may have been
already changed when the transaction is restarted. So in general, a DBMS shall never
restart a failed transaction itself. Decision on transaction restart is always a
responsibility of the client-side, the application logic, or component implementation in
some application server.

Many concurrency control implementations today are said to use OCC methods, whereas
they usually are MVCC implementations, but a genuine OCC implementation in terms of
the interpretation above is in Pyrrho DBMS, developed by professor Malcolm Crowe at
University of the West of Scotland (UWS). We have selected Pyrrho to verify how the
optimistic concurrency control (OCC) really behaves. The professional edition of Pyrrho
DBMS is free and can be downloaded from the Web address www.pyrrhodb.com. The
Pyrrho manual is included in the download package, so for the detail instructions we refer
to this manual and examples available at the Web site.
After starting the PyrrhoSvr, we start PyrrhoCMD in a command prompt (CMD) window
as follows
C:\UWS\Pyrrho_Pro>PyrrhoCMD OCCtests
SQL>

and we create the following table
[
CREATE
id
s
n
) ;

TABLE Test (
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
VARCHAR(20),
INT DEFAULT 0
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]
Note that in Pyrrho an SQL command has to be entered on a single command line. If we
want to continue the command on multiple command lines, we need to enclose the whole
command in square brackets, like we have done in the CREATE TABLE command above.
We then insert the following contents for our test
BEGIN TRANSACTION;
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (1,'some text',0);
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (2,'some text',0);
COMMIT;

As default Pyrrho operates in autocommit mode, and for transactional data access we
need to start every transaction explicitly by a BEGIN TRANSACTION command. Pyrrho
implements the original optimistic concurrency control mechanism, in which every
transaction is fully isolated from data modifications made by concurrent SQL sessions,
and all modifications made by the transaction will be available to other sessions only
after the session has managed to COMMIT the transaction. So the only and implicit isolation
level in Pyrrho is actually SNAPSHOT SERIALIZABLE, and there is no use for a SET
TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL command.
We test the concurrency control using the following two scenarios. For both scenarios
we start two command windows, both accessing the table. The SQL session of the first
window is called Session A and the second as Session B in the following.
Scenario 1: SELECT-UPDATE contest of the same row
step

Session A

1

BEGIN TRANSACTION;
SELECT * FROM Test;
|--|---------|-|
|ID|S
|N|
|--|---------|-|
|1 |some text|0|
|2 |some text|0|
|--|---------|-|

2

3

BEGIN TRANSACTION;
SELECT * FROM Test;
|--|---------|-|
|ID|S
|N|
|--|---------|-|
|1 |some text|0|
|2 |some text|0|
|--|---------|-|
UPDATE Test SET s='new value1',n=n+1
WHERE id=1;

4
5

Session B

UPDATE Test SET s='new value2',n=n+2
WHERE id=1;
SELECT * FROM Test;
|--|----------|-|
|ID|S
|N|
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|--|----------|-|
|1 |new value1|1|
|2 |some text |0|
|--|----------|-|
6

7
8

SELECT * FROM Test;
|--|----------|-|
|ID|S
|N|
|--|----------|-|
|1 |new value2|2|
|2 |some text |0|
|--|----------|-|
COMMIT;
COMMIT;
Transaction conflict

The final content in the database is the content which we can see in step 5. So in a
genuine OCC implementation the first transaction to commit wins!

Scenario 2: Contest of multiple UPDATEs made in different order
step

Session A

1

BEGIN TRANSACTION;
UPDATE Test SET s='new value1',n=n+1
WHERE id=1;

2
3

BEGIN TRANSACTION;
UPDATE Test SET s='new value2',n=n+2
WHERE id=2;
UPDATE Test SET s='new value3',n=n+1
WHERE id=2;

4
5
6

Session B

UPDATE Test SET s='new value4',n=n+2
WHERE id=1;
COMMIT;
COMMIT;
Transaction conflict

The result will not surprise us - the first one to commit, and so the winner, was now
Session B
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Appendix 2 Concurrency Tests using SQL Server 2008
In the following we will test the locking solutions of SQL Server 2008 for the isolation
levels requested by the application. In a single SQL session we will use the following
simple Transact-SQL script applying different isolation levels:
USE CCLabDB
IF (SELECT OBJECT_ID('T')) IS NOT NULL
DROP TABLE T
GO
CREATE TABLE T (
id
INT IDENTITY PRIMARY KEY,
s
CHAR(10)
)
SET NOCOUNT ON
INSERT INTO T VALUES ('a')
INSERT INTO T VALUES ('b')
INSERT INTO T VALUES ('c')
GO
SET IMPLICIT_TRANSACTIONS
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T
DECLARE @s CHAR(10);
OPEN cur1
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO
-- verify the locks
EXEC sp_lock
spid
-----52
52

dbid
-----7
1

ObjId
----------0
1131151075

-- continue the script
CLOSE cur1
DEALLOCATE cur1
ROLLBACK

ON
LEVEL READ UNCOMMITTED

@s
@s

IndId
-----0
0

Type Resource
---- -------------------------------DB
TAB

Mode
-------S
IS

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
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SP_LOCK is built-in system procedure which can be used to monitor all locks. Books
Online of SQL Server 2008 gives following explanations for the result set of sp_lock
column:
spid
dbid
ObjId
IndId
Type

Resource
Mode

Status

s

explanation:
The Database Engine session ID number for the process requesting the lock
The identification number of the database in which the lock is held
The identification number of the object on which the lock is held.
The identification number of the index on which the lock is held.
RID = Lock on a single row in a table identified by a row identifier (RID).
KEY = Lock within an index that protects a range of keys in serializable transactions.
PAG = Lock on a data or index page.
EXT = Lock on an extent.
TAB = Lock on an entire table, including all data and indexes.
DB = Lock on a database.
FIL = Lock on a database file.
APP = Lock on an application-specified resource.
MD = Locks on metadata, or catalog information.
HBT = Lock on a heap or B-Tree index. This information is incomplete in SQL Server.
AU = Lock on an allocation unit. This information is incomplete in SQL Server.
The value identifying the resource that is locked.
S = Shared. The holding session is granted shared access to the resource.
U = Update. Indicates an update lock acquired on resources that may eventually be updated. It is used
to prevent a common form of deadlock that occurs when multiple sessions lock resources for
potential update at a later time.
X = Exclusive. The holding session is granted exclusive access to the resource.
IS = Intent Shared. Indicates the intention to place S locks on some subordinate resource in the lock
hierarchy.
IU = Intent Update. Indicates the intention to place U locks on some subordinate resource in the lock
hierarchy.
IX = Intent Exclusive. Indicates the intention to place X locks on some subordinate resource in the lock
hierarchy.
SIU = Shared Intent Update. Indicates shared access to a resource with the intent of acquiring update
locks on subordinate resources in the lock hierarchy.
SIX = Shared Intent Exclusive. Indicates shared access to a resource with the intent of acquiring
exclusive locks on subordinate resources in the lock hierarchy.
UIX = Update Intent Exclusive. Indicates an update lock hold on a resource with the intent of acquiring
exclusive locks on subordinate resources in the lock hierarchy.
BU = Bulk Update. Used by bulk operations.
RangeS_S = Shared Key-Range and Shared Resource lock. Indicates serializable range scan.
RangeS_U = Shared Key-Range and Update Resource lock. Indicates serializable update scan.
RangeI_N = Insert Key-Range and Null Resource lock. Used to test ranges before inserting a new key
into an index.
RangeI_S = Key-Range Conversion lock. Created by an overlap of RangeI_N and S locks.
RangeI_U = Key-Range Conversion lock created by an overlap of RangeI_N and U locks.
RangeI_X = Key-Range Conversion lock created by an overlap of RangeI_N and X locks.
RangeX_S = Key-Range Conversion lock created by an overlap of RangeI_N and RangeS_S. locks.
RangeX_U = Key-Range Conversion lock created by an overlap of RangeI_N and RangeS_U locks.
RangeX_X = Exclusive Key-Range and Exclusive Resource lock. This is a conversion lock used when
updating a key in a range.
Sch-S = Schema stability. Ensures that a schema element, such as a table or index, is not dropped while
any session holds a schema stability lock on the schema element.
Sch-M = Schema modification. Must be held by any session that wants to change the schema of the
specified resource. Ensures that no other sessions are referencing the indicated object.
CNVRT: The lock is being converted from another mode, but the conversion is blocked by another
process holding a lock with a conflicting mode.
GRANT: The lock was obtained.
WAIT: The lock is blocked by another process holding a lock with a conflicting mode
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Type:
RID = Lock on a single row in a table identified by a row identifier (RID).
KEY = Lock within an index that protects a range of keys in serializable transactions.
PAG = Lock on a data or index page.
EXT = Lock on an extent.
TAB = Lock on an entire table, including all data and indexes.
DB = Lock on a database.

Note DBid 1 refers to Master database on the server and DBid 7 refers here to our test
database CCLabDB. Only S-lock on database has been granted to the session in
CCLabDB.
Let's continue our test using the other isolation levels
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T
DECLARE @s CHAR(10);
OPEN cur1
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
-- verify the locks
EXEC sp_lock
spid
-----52
52

dbid
-----7
1

ObjId
----------0
1131151075

IndId
-----0
0

Type Resource
---- -------------------------------DB
TAB

Mode
-------S
IS

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT

Resource
Mode
-------------------------------- -------S
1:159
IS
IS
(020068e8b274)
S
IS
(010086470766)
S

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

-- continue the script
CLOSE cur1
DEALLOCATE cur1
ROLLBACK
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL REPEATABLE READ
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T
DECLARE @s CHAR(10);
OPEN cur1
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
-- verify the locks
EXEC sp_lock
spid
-----52
52
52
52
52
52

dbid
-----7
7
1
7
7
7

ObjId
----------0
197575742
1131151075
197575742
197575742
197575742

IndId
-----0
1
0
1
0
1

Type
---DB
PAG
TAB
KEY
TAB
KEY

-- continue the script
CLOSE cur1
DEALLOCATE cur1
ROLLBACK
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL SERIALIZABLE
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T
DECLARE @s CHAR(10);
OPEN cur1
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FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
-- verify the locks
EXEC sp_lock
spid
-----52
52
52
52
52
52

dbid
-----7
7
1
7
7
7

ObjId
----------0
197575742
1131151075
197575742
197575742
197575742

IndId
-----0
1
0
1
0
1

Type
---DB
PAG
TAB
KEY
TAB
KEY

Resource
Mode
-------------------------------- -------S
1:159
IS
IS
(020068e8b274)
RangeS-S
IS
(010086470766)
RangeS-S

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

-- continue the script
CLOSE cur1
DEALLOCATE cur1
ROLLBACK

Note: sp_lock will be removed in some future version of SQL Server and developers are
recommended to use the new dynamic management view sys.dm_tran_locks instead of
it. This allows us to limit the view for example to a certain database in the instance. For
the following query applied to our SERIALIZABLE test above we got following result
showing only locks in our test database:
SELECT LEFT(resource_type,10) AS resource,
LEFT(resource_description,16) AS argument,
LEFT(request_mode, 10) AS mode,
LEFT(request_type, 8) AS request,
LEFT(request_status, 10) AS status,
LEFT(request_owner_type, 28) AS owner_type
FROM sys.dm_tran_locks
WHERE resource_database_id = 7
resource
---------DATABASE
PAGE
KEY
OBJECT
KEY

argument
mode
---------------- ---------S
1:159
IS
(020068e8b274)
RangeS-S
IS
(010086470766)
RangeS-S

request
-------LOCK
LOCK
LOCK
LOCK
LOCK

On Implicit Read Operations
DROP TABLE Child
DROP TABLE Parent
CREATE TABLE Parent (
pid
INT PRIMARY KEY,
pv
INT
)
CREATE TABLE Child (
cid
INT PRIMARY KEY,
cv
INT,
fk
INT
FOREIGN KEY REFERENCES Parent
)
GO
INSERT INTO Parent VALUES (1, 0)
INSERT INTO Child VALUES (1, 4, 1)
GO

status
---------GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

owner_type
---------------------------SHARED_TRANSACTION_WORKSPACE
TRANSACTION
TRANSACTION
TRANSACTION
TRANSACTION
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-- Process A (spid 52)
BEGIN TRANSACTION
UPDATE Parent SET pv= pv+1 WHERE pid = 1
-- Process B (spid 53)
BEGIN TRANSACTION
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
INSERT INTO Child VALUES (2, 5, 1)
... Process B remains waiting

and if we check the locks from some new session (spid 54)
spid
-----52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
54
54

dbid
-----12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1

ObjId
----------0
1106102981
1106102981
1106102981
1106102981
1106102981
1138103095
1138103095
1138103095
1106102981
0
0
1115151018

IndId
-----0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

Type
---DB
PAG
TAB
KEY
KEY
TAB
TAB
KEY
PAG
PAG
DB
DB
TAB

Resource
Mode
-------------------------------- -------S
1:201
IX
IX
(010086470766)
X
(010086470766)
S
IS
IX
(020068e8b274)
X
1:202
IX
1:201
IS
S
S
IS

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
WAIT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

In this case the referential conwtraint checking of DBMS causes the blocking. If we
make the same experiment using isolation level READ UNCOMMITTED, the locks are
the same
spid
-----52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
54
54

dbid
-----12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
1

ObjId
----------0
1106102981
1106102981
1106102981
1106102981
1106102981
1138103095
1138103095
1138103095
1106102981
0
0
1115151018

IndId
-----0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

Type
---DB
PAG
TAB
KEY
KEY
TAB
TAB
KEY
PAG
PAG
DB
DB
TAB

Resource
Mode
-------------------------------- -------S
1:201
IX
IX
(010086470766)
X
(010086470766)
S
IS
IX
(020068e8b274)
X
1:202
IX
1:201
IS
S
S
IS

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
WAIT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

so isolation level has no effect on read operations of the referential constraint checking by
DBMS.
Scenario 2: Contest of multiple UPDATEs made in different order
If you have access to SQL Server, please verify yourself the following test, in which we
apply the contest scenario 2 of Appendix 1 in SQL Server concurrent sessions A and B
CREATE
id
s
n
) ;

TABLE Test (
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
VARCHAR(20),
INT DEFAULT 0
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BEGIN TRANSACTION;
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (1,'some text',0);
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (2,'some text',0);
COMMIT;

-- step 1 - Session A

BEGIN TRANSACTION;
UPDATE Test SET s='new value1',n=n+1 WHERE id=1;

-- step 2 - Session B

BEGIN TRANSACTION;
UPDATE Test SET s='new value2',n=n+2 WHERE id=2;

-- step 3 - Session A

UPDATE Test SET s='new value3',n=n+1 WHERE id=2;

-- step 4 - Session B, let’s see the locks first
sp_lock
spid
-----52
52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53
53

dbid
-----7
7
7
7
7
7
1
7
2
7
7

ObjId
----------0
181575685
181575685
181575685
181575685
181575685
1131151075
181575685
0
181575685
0

IndId
-----0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

Type
---DB
PAG
KEY
TAB
KEY
TAB
TAB
KEY
DB
PAG
DB

Resource
Mode
-------------------------------- -------S
1:158
IX
(020068e8b274)
X
IX
(010086470766)
X
IX
IS
(020068e8b274)
X
[ENCRYPTION_SCAN]
S
1:158
IX
S

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT
WAIT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT
GRANT

-- and proceed then with the command

UPDATE Test SET s='new value4',n=n+2 WHERE id=1;
Msg 1205, Level 13, State 51, Line 1
Transaction (Process ID 53) was deadlocked on lock resources with another
process and has been chosen as the deadlock victim. Rerun the transaction.

-- step 5 - Session B
COMMIT;
Msg 3902, Level 16, State 1, Line 1
The COMMIT TRANSACTION request has no corresponding BEGIN TRANSACTION.

-- step 6 - Session A
COMMIT;
SELECT * FROM Test;
id
s
----------- -------------------1
new value1
2
new value3

n
----------1
1

(2 row(s) affected)

So the result of the scenario was very different from what we would have seen in
Appendix 1.
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On MVCC Implementation in SQL Server
Starting from version 2005 SQL Server can be configured to use multi-versioning
concurrency control (MVCC) by setting the database options
ALLOW_SNAPSHOT_ISOLATION and READ_COMMITTED_SNAPSHOT on. We
will test the locks of the levels READ COMMITTED and SNAPSHOT in this MVCC
implementations and for that we will create a new database as follows
USE Master
CREATE DATABASSE CCLabSI
GO
ALTER DATABASE CCLabSI SET ALLOW_SNAPSHOT_ISOLATION ON
ALTER DATABASE CCLabSI SET READ_COMMITTED_SNAPSHOT ON
GO
USE CCLabSI
CREATE TABLE T (
id
INT IDENTITY PRIMARY KEY,
s
CHAR(10)
)
SET NOCOUNT ON
INSERT INTO T VALUES ('a')
INSERT INTO T VALUES ('b')
INSERT INTO T VALUES ('c')
GO
SET IMPLICIT_TRANSACTIONS ON
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T
DECLARE @s CHAR(10);
OPEN cur1
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO @s
-- verifying the locks
EXEC sp_lock
spid
-----52
52

dbid
-----8
1

ObjId
----------0
1131151075

IndId
-----0
0

Type Resource
---- -------------------------------DB
TAB

Mode
-------S
IS

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT

Mode
-------S
IS

Status
-----GRANT
GRANT

-- continue the script
CLOSE cur1
DEALLOCATE cur1
ROLLBACK
SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T
DECLARE @s CHAR(10);
OPEN cur1
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO
FETCH NEXT FROM cur1 INTO
-- verifying the locks
EXEC sp_lock
spid
dbid
ObjId
------ ------ ----------52
8
0
52
1
1131151075

-- continue the script
CLOSE cur1
DEALLOCATE cur1
ROLLBACK

LEVEL SNAPSHOT

@s
@s
IndId
-----0
0

Type Resource
---- -------------------------------DB
TAB
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This test proves that MVCC behavior of SQL Server does not use locking.

Appendix 3 Concurrency Tests using DB2 LUW 9.7
Let’s now experiment with DB2 applying the same tests as we used for SQL Server.
-- We start the test using session in Command Editor:
DROP TABLE T;
CREATE TABLE T (
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
s
CHAR(10)
);
INSERT INTO T VALUES (1,'a');
INSERT INTO T VALUES (2,'b');
INSERT INTO T VALUES (3,'c');
COMMIT;

-- First test.
-- Note: The default isolation of 9.7 is CC, but it cannot be set and cannot be seen (?):
------------------------------ Commands Entered -----------------------------VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T;
OPEN cur1;
FETCH FROM cur1;
------------------------------ Results --------------------------------------VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION
1
-DECLARE cur1 CURSOR FOR SELECT s FROM T
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
OPEN cur1
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
FETCH FROM cur1
S
---------a
1 record(s) selected.

-- Monitoring the locks in a concurrent CLP session:
db2 CONNECT TO TEST
db2 "SELECT CAST(AGENT_ID AS SMALLINT) sid,SUBSTR(LOCK_OBJECT_TYPE,1,10)as
lock_type, LOCK_CURRENT_MODE AS
CURRENT_MODE,LOCK_MODE,LOCK_STATUS,SUBSTR(TABNAME,1,10) table,
CAST(LOCK_HOLD_COUNT AS SMALLINT) lock_holds FROM SYSIBMADM.SNAPLOCK WHERE
LOCK_OBJECT_TYPE NOT LIKE 'INTERNAL%%'"
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SID
LOCK_TYPE CURRENT_MODE LOCK_MODE LOCK_STATUS TABLE
LOCK_HOLDS
------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------7 TABLE_LOCK IS
GRNT
T
0
1 record(s) selected.

-- Continuing the test in Command Editor:
------------------------------ Commands Entered -----------------------------CLOSE cur1;
ROLLBACK;
SET ISOLATION TO UR;
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T;
OPEN cur1;
FETCH FROM cur1;
------------------------------ Results --------------------------------------CLOSE cur1
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
ROLLBACK
DB20000I

The SQL command completed successfully.

SET ISOLATION TO UR
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION
1
-UR
1 record(s) selected.
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR FOR SELECT s FROM T
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
OPEN cur1
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
FETCH FROM cur1
S
---------a
1 record(s) selected.

-- Repeating the monitoring of locks in the concurrent CLP session:
SID
LOCK_TYPE CURRENT_MODE LOCK_MODE LOCK_STATUS TABLE
LOCK_HOLDS
------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------7 TABLE_LOCK IN
GRNT
T
0
1 record(s) selected.
-- Note: IN lock means "Intent None" lock on table
-- Lock owner can read even uncommitted data without row locks
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-- but cannot change this data.

-- Continuing the test in Command Editor:
------------------------------ Commands Entered -----------------------------CLOSE cur1;
ROLLBACK;
SET ISOLATION TO CS;
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR
FOR SELECT s FROM T;
OPEN cur1;
FETCH FROM cur1;
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------CLOSE cur1
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
ROLLBACK
DB20000I

The SQL command completed successfully.

SET ISOLATION TO CS
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION
1
-CS
1 record(s) selected.
DECLARE cur1 CURSOR FOR SELECT s FROM T
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
OPEN cur1
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
FETCH FROM cur1
S
---------a
1 record(s) selected.

-- Repeating the monitoring of locks in the concurrent CLP session:
SID
LOCK_TYPE CURRENT_MODE LOCK_MODE LOCK_STATUS TABLE
LOCK_HOLDS
------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------7 TABLE_LOCK IS
GRNT
T
0
1 record(s) selected.
-- Note: Intent Share (IS) lock on table T in case of Cursor Stability (CS)
-- Lock owner can read committed data without row locks
-- but cannot change this data.

-- Continuing the test in Command Editor:
------------------------------ Commands Entered -----------------------------CLOSE cur1;
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ROLLBACK;
SET ISOLATION TO CS;
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
SELECT s FROM T;
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------CLOSE cur1
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
ROLLBACK
DB20000I

The SQL command completed successfully.

SET ISOLATION TO CS
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION
1
-CS
1 record(s) selected.
SELECT s FROM T
S
---------a
b
c
3 record(s) selected.

-- Repeating the monitoring of locks in the concurrent CLP session:
SID
LOCK_TYPE CURRENT_MODE LOCK_MODE LOCK_STATUS TABLE
LOCK_HOLDS
------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------0 record(s) selected.
-- Note: Locks on rows have been released
-- in case of Cursor Stability (CS) without any active cursors

-- Continuing the test in Command Editor:
------------------------------ Commands Entered -----------------------------ROLLBACK;
SET CURRENT ISOLATION TO RS;
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
SELECT s FROM T;
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------ROLLBACK
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
SET CURRENT ISOLATION TO RS
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION
1
--
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RS
1 record(s) selected.
SELECT s FROM T
S
---------a
b
c
3 record(s) selected.

-- Repeating the monitoring of locks in the concurrent CLP session:
SID
-----7
7
7
7

LOCK_TYPE
---------ROW_LOCK
ROW_LOCK
ROW_LOCK
TABLE_LOCK

CURRENT_MODE
------------

LOCK_MODE
---------NS
NS
NS
IS

LOCK_STATUS
----------GRNT
GRNT
GRNT
GRNT

TABLE
LOCK_HOLDS
---------- ---------T
0
T
0
T
0
T
0

4 record(s) selected.
-- In case of Read Stability (RS):
-- NS-locks on rows, and Intent Share (IS) lock on table T
-- Lock owner can read committed data with row locks

-- Continuing the test in Command Editor:
------------------------------ Commands Entered -----------------------------ROLLBACK;
SET CURRENT ISOLATION TO RR;
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION;
SELECT s FROM T;
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------ROLLBACK
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
SET CURRENT ISOLATION TO RR
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
VALUES CURRENT ISOLATION
1
-RR
1 record(s) selected.
SELECT s FROM T
S
---------a
b
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c
3 record(s) selected.

-- Repeating the monitoring of locks in the concurrent CLP session:
SID
LOCK_TYPE CURRENT_MODE LOCK_MODE LOCK_STATUS TABLE
LOCK_HOLDS
------ ---------- ------------ ---------- ----------- ---------- ---------7 TABLE_LOCK S
GRNT
T
0
1 record(s) selected.
-- Share (S) lock on table T
-- Lock owner can read committed data without row locks

Scenario 2: Contest of multiple UPDATEs made in different order
Please verify yourself the following test, in which we apply the contest scenario 2 of
Appendix 1 in SQL Server concurrent sessions A and B
-- We start the test using session in Command Editor:
CREATE TABLE Test (
id INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
s VARCHAR(20),
n INT DEFAULT 0
) ;
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (1,'some text',0);
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (2,'some text',0);
COMMIT;

-- step 1 – Starting session A in CLP
db2 +c
db2 => CONNECT TO TEST
db2 => UPDATE Test SET s='new value1',n=n+1 WHERE id=1

-- step 2 - Starting session B in concurrent CLP
db2 +c
db2 => CONNECT TO TEST
db2 => UPDATE Test SET s='new value2',n=n+2 WHERE id=2

-- step 3 - Session A
db2 => UPDATE Test SET s='new value3',n=n+1 WHERE id=2
(starts waiting …)

-- step 4 - Session B, let’s see the locks first
db2 => SELECT CAST(AGENT_ID AS SMALLINT) sid,SUBSTR(LOCK_OBJECT_TYPE,1,10)as
lock_type, LOCK_CURRENT_MODE AS CURRENT_MODE, LOCK_MODE, LOCK_STATUS,
SUBSTR(TABNAME,1,10) table, CAST(LOCK_HOLD_COUNT AS SMALLINT) lock_holds FROM
SYSIBMADM.SNAPLOCK WHERE LOCK_OBJECT_TYPE NOT LIKE 'INTERNAL%%'
SID
-----28
28
21
21

LOCK_TYPE
---------ROW_LOCK
TABLE_LOCK
ROW_LOCK
TABLE_LOCK

CURRENT_MODE
------------

4 record(s) selected.

LOCK_MODE
---------X
IX
X
IX

LOCK_STATUS
----------GRNT
GRNT
GRNT
GRNT

TABLE
LOCK_HOLDS
---------- ---------TEST
0
TEST
0
TEST
0
TEST
0
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Unfortunately we did not manage to see details of session A waiting for the lock of session B, by
using the following query:
db2 => select AGENT_ID, LOCK_MODE,LOCK_OBJECT_TYPE,AGENT_ID_HOLDING_LK,
LOCK_WAIT_START_TIME, substr(TABNAME,1,6) as tabname from
SYSIBMADM.SNAPLOCKWAIT
0 record(s) selected.
db2 => UPDATE Test SET s='new value4', n=n+2 WHERE id=1
DB21034E The command was processed as an SQL statement because it was not a
valid Command Line Processor command. During SQL processing it returned:
SQL0911N The current transaction has been rolled back because of a deadlock
or timeout. Reason code "2". SQLSTATE=40001

-- step 5 - Session B, following is an empty transaction
db2 => COMMIT
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.

-- step 6 - Session A
db2 => COMMIT
DB20000I The SQL command completed successfully.
db2 => SELECT * FROM Test
ID
S
N
----------- -------------------- ----------1 new value1
1
2 new value3
1
2 record(s) selected.
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Appendix 4 Concurrency Tests using Oracle 11g 1
Oracle is using MVCC with mixture of table locking and explicit row locking using the
FOR UPDATE clause. The only supported isolation levels are READ COMMITTED
and SERIALIZABLE (although the behavior of these isolation levels differs very much
from the "single version truths" of the SQL standard). So Dirty Read anomaly is not
possible in Oracle, but a different anomaly is possible, which we might call "Obsolete
Read", when the application reads without blocking the latest committed data values
which are just becoming obsolete by some concurrent transaction.
On Oracle's SERIALIZABLE isolation level reads come always form the same snapshot,
the read set cannot decrease or increase between repeated read operations. However, the
current truth already captured in the database may be different. For example there can
appear phantoms in terms of new rows which the application just cannot see.
Oracle's row locking is very different from the locking schemes of DB2 and SQL Server
and row locking is a bit complicated to be monitored. Table locks can be monitored
using the view V$LOCK (see Oracle Performance Tuning [23])
X

X

C:\>sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Ma Tammi 5 00:01:40 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - ...
SQL> describe V$LOCK
Name
Null?
----------------------------------------- -------ADDR
KADDR
SID
TYPE
ID1
ID2
LMODE
REQUEST
CTIME
BLOCK

Type
--------------------------RAW(4)
RAW(4)
NUMBER
VARCHAR2(2)
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER
NUMBER

To interpret the contents of V$LOCK results in our tests we include below the
explanations for the following view columns
LMODE values:

1 = No Lock
2 = Row Share
3 = Row Exclusive
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4 = Shared Table
5 = Shared Row Exclusive
6 = Exclusive
TYPE values:
TX = transaction having row locks
...

Note: Oracle has many other types of internal locks which are out of scope of our
current topic.
For more explanations on V$LOCK we refer to the Web article by N. Roshak [14].
X

X

Since Oracle does not support locking for read, we cannot apply the same isolation level
tests which we tried using SQL Server and DB2. Instead of those we experiment with
Oracle's SERIALIZABLE isolation competing with concurrent update, and then Oracle's
SELECT .. FOR UPDATE locking with concurrent update. For the beginning we create
the test table T:
C:\>sqlplus user/psw
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Ma Tammi 5 11:27:18 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - ...
SQL>
2
3
4

CREATE TABLE T (
id
INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
s
CHAR(10)
);

Table created.
SQL> INSERT INTO T VALUES (1,'a');
1 row created.
SQL> INSERT INTO T VALUES (2,'b');
1 row created.
SQL> INSERT INTO T VALUES (3,'c');
1 row created.
SQL> COMMIT;
Commit complete.

We will now start the transaction of session A:
SQL> SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL SERIALIZABLE;
Transaction set.
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SQL> SELECT * FROM T;
ID
---------1
2
3
SQL>

S
---------a
b
c

And we will start a concurrent session B
C:\>sqlplus user/psw
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Mon January 5 11:26:47 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - ...
SQL> UPDATE T
2 SET s='B1'
3 WHERE id = 2;

Transaction of session A continues and will try to update the same row
SQL> UPDATE T
2 SET s='A2'
3 WHERE id = 2;

Process A remains waiting ..
We will monitor the locks using the command examples of Performance Tuning Guide [21]
C:\>sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Mon January 5 11:24:42 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - ...
SQL> -- see processes waiting for locks
SQL> SELECT sid, type, id1, id2, lmode, request, ctime, block
2 FROM V$LOCK WHERE request > 0;
SID TY
ID2
ID2
LMODE
REQUEST
CTIME
BLOCK
---------- -- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------136 TX
2695
2695
0
6
24
0
SQL>
SQL>
2
3
4
5

-- see the lock holders and the waiting processes
SELECT DECODE(request,0,'Holder: ','Waiter: ') ||
sid sess, id1, id2, lmode, request, type
FROM V$LOCK
WHERE (id1, id2, type) IN (SELECT id1, id2, type FROM V$LOCK WHERE request > 0)
ORDER BY id1, request;

SESS
ID1
ID2
LMODE
REQUEST
--------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------Holder: 137
458774
2695
6
0
Waiter: 136
458774
2695
0
6
SQL>

TY
-TX
TX
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Now process B commits
SQL> COMMIT;
Commit complete.
SQL>

and the waiting UPDATE command of session A fails
UPDATE T
*
ERROR at line 1:
ORA-08177: can't serialize access for this transaction
SQL>

We will now repeat the test using Orale's READ COMMITTED isolation level, and the
explicit row locking with FOR UPDATE clause
-- Session A
C:\>sqlplus user/psw
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Tue January 6 11:52:40 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - ...
SQL> UPDATE T
2 SET s='B1'
3 WHERE id = 2;
1 row updated.
SQL>
-- Concurrent sesssion B
C:\>sqlplus user/psw
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Tue January 6 11:53:03 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - ...
SQL> SET TRANSACTION ISOLATION LEVEL READ COMMITTED;
Transaction set.
SQL> SELECT * FROM T;
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S
---------a
b
c

SQL> SELECT * FROM T FOR UPDATE;

Process B remains waiting for A to COMMIT ..
-- Concurrent Monitoring sesssion
C:\>sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL*Plus: Release 11.1.0.6.0 - Production on Tue January 6 11:51:48 2009
Copyright (c) 1982, 2007, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to:
Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition Release 11.1.0.6.0 - ...
SQL> -- see processes waiting for locks
SQL> SELECT sid, type, id1, id2, lmode, request, ctime, block
2 FROM V$LOCK WHERE request > 0;
SID TY
ID1
ID2
LMODE
REQUEST
CTIME
BLOCK
---------- -- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------137 TX
2732
2732
0
6
34
0
SQL>
SQL>
2
3
4
> 0)
5

-- see the lock holders and the waiting processes
SELECT DECODE(request,0,'Holder: ','Waiter: ') ||
sid sess, id1, id2, lmode, request, type
FROM V$LOCK
WHERE (id1, id2, type) IN (SELECT id1, id2, type FROM V$LOCK WHERE request
ORDER BY id1, request;

SESS
------------------------------Holder: 136
Waiter: 137

ID1
ID2
LMODE
REQUEST TY
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -393223
2732
6
0 TX
393223
2732
0
6 TX

Just to show that Oracle DBMS uses also various other locks for internal purposes we
display contents of the whole virtual table of locks in the following
SQL> SELECT sid, type, id2, id2, lmode, request, ctime, block
2 FROM V$LOCK ORDER BY sid, type;
SID
---------136
136
136
136
137
137
137
137

TY
ID2
ID2
LMODE
REQUEST
CTIME
BLOCK
-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------AE
0
0
4
0
2493
0
TM
0
0
3
0
2249
0
TO
1
1
3
0
2272
0
TX
2732
2732
6
0
2249
1
AE
0
0
4
0
2516
0
TM
0
0
3
0
2228
0
TX
2697
2697
6
0
2228
0
TX
2732
2732
0
6
2228
0
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161
161
161
161
161
170
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AE
TS
CF
RS
XR
RT
MR
MR
MR
MR
MR
MR
PW
AE

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4
3
2
2
1
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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2692
2699
2708
2703
2711
2703
2702
2702
2702
2702
2702
2702
2701
2569

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

22 rows selected.
SQL>

Scenario 2: Contest of multiple UPDATEs made in different order
Since this test does not depend on isolation levels, we can apply this also to Oracle, like we
did with in previous appendices. Please verify yourself the following test, in which we apply
the contest scenario 2 of Appendix 1 in SQL Server concurrent sessions A and B
Note: For concurrency tests with Oracle, please be aware that according to our experience
the new Oracle SQL Developer tool has the following problem: even if we have configured
concurrent connections for the same user id, SQL Developer seem to use the same physical
connection (most likely from its connection pool).
We start the test using session in SQL*Plus (skipping here the details)
CREATE TABLE Test (
id INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,
s VARCHAR(20),
n INT DEFAULT 0
) ;
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (1,'some text',0) ;
INSERT INTO Test (id,s,n) VALUES (2,'some text',0) ;
COMMIT ;

-- step 1 – Start transaction of session A
UPDATE Test SET s='new value1',n=n+1 WHERE id=1 ;

-- step 2 - Start transaction of session B in concurrent Oracle connection (we skip the details)
UPDATE Test SET s='new value2',n=n+2 WHERE id=2 ;

-- step 3 – Transaction of session A continues
UPDATE Test SET s='new value3',n=n+1 WHERE id=2 ;
(starts waiting …)
Combining V$LOCK data with the system view DBA_OBJECTS we can get following
snapshot of locks where A is waiting for B:
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-- step 4 – Let’s continues the transaction of session B
UPDATE Test SET s='new value4', n=n+2 WHERE id=1 ;

Now session A get’s error message ORA-00060 of detected DEADLOCK (in Finnish in the
following screenshot
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From the monitored locks we can see that and now session B is waiting for session A. Since
we are experimenting with the locks, as an additional step we want to see what kind of
content session A sees in table Test
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so result of step 1 can be seen in the table, but step 3 has been cancelled. Since transaction of
session B has not been committed, we don’t see its results in the table. Now the right action
of session A is to rollback its transaction.
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-- step 5 - Session B can now commit its transaction
and we can see the committed results in table
SQL> COMMIT ;
Commit complete.
SQL> SELECT * FROM Test ;
ID
---------1
2
SQL>

S
N
-------------------- ---------new value4
2
new value2
2
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Appendix 5 A Transaction Retry Model
A typical transaction example in literature is transfer of money from a bank account to
another account (which gets readers interested, but actually is not realistic since the real
bank transactions are much more complicated). We will apply this same example.
We will create Accounts table and load there some rows as follows:
CREATE TABLE account (
acct_num
INT
NOT
name
CHAR (20) NOT
branch_id
SMALLINT NOT
balance
INT
NOT
address
CHAR (30) NOT
temp1
CHAR (40) NOT
PRIMARY KEY (acct_num)
) ;

NULL,
NULL,
NULL,
NULL,
NULL,
NULL,

INSERT INTO account (acct_num, name, branch_id, balance, address, temp1)
VALUES (101, 'Account 1', 1, 1000, 'Addr 1', 'Temp 1') ;
INSERT INTO account (acct_num, name, branch_id, balance, address, temp1)
VALUES (201, 'Account 2', 1, 1000, 'Addr 2', 'Temp 2') ;
COMMIT ;

In case that multiple users want to run the tests in the same database, then every user
should have account pair of his/her own, such as 102 and 202, 103 and 203, ...
Save the following java program in some folder, for example CCLAB, and compile it as
follows
> javac BankTransfer.java
Please see the included comments for explanations and more details. Don't take the
program as model of Java programming. It is just meant for testing concurrency and to
present the idea of transaction reruns in case of becoming the deadlock victim.
/**********************************************************
DBTechNet Concurrency Lab 15.5.2008 by Martti Laiho
BankTransfer.java
The program transfers amount of 100 euros from one bank account
to an other bank account. The fromAccount and the toAccount are
read from command line parameters.
After updating the fromAcct the program waits for ENTER key to continue
so that test runs get synchronized and we can test the concurrency conflict.
The source program demonstrates the ReTryer data access pattern.
************************************************************/
import java.io.*;
import java.sql.*;
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public class BankTransfer {
public static void main (String args[]) throws Exception {
if (args.length != 6) {
System.out.println("Usage:" +
"BankTransfer %driver% %URL% %user% %password% %fromAcct% %toAcct%");
System.exit(-1);
}
java.sql.Connection conn = null;
boolean moreRetries = false;
boolean sqlserver = false;
int counter = 0;
String URL = args[1];
String user = args[2];
String password = args[3];
String SQLState = "*****";
String errMsg = "";
int amount = 100;
int fromAcct = Integer.parseInt(args[4]);
int toAcct = Integer.parseInt(args[5]);
System.out.println("BankTransfer version 1.1");
if (!URL.substring(5,14).equals("sqlserver"))
sqlserver = true;
try {
Class.forName(args[0]);
conn = java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(URL,user,password);
}
catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println("** Connection failure: " + e.getMessage());
System.exit(-1);
}
do {
if (counter++ > 0) {
System.out.println("retry #" + counter);
if (sqlserver) {
conn.close();
conn =
java.sql.DriverManager.getConnection(URL,user,password);
conn.setAutoCommit(true);
}
}
try {
conn.setAutoCommit(false);
// transaction begins
conn.setTransactionIsolation(
Connection.TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED);
errMsg = "";
moreRetries = false;
// parameterized SQL command
// for performance and to avoid SQL injections!
PreparedStatement pstmt1 = conn.prepareStatement(
"UPDATE Account SET balance = balance - ? WHERE acct_num = ?");
// setting the parameter values
pstmt1.setInt(1, amount);
// how much
pstmt1.setInt(2, fromAcct); // from which account
pstmt1.executeUpdate();
// Note: THIS IS JUST FOR TESTING PURPOSES!
// Pause to wait for a conflicting transaction
// by an other application
System.out.print("\nPress ENTER to continue ...");
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BufferedReader reader = new BufferedReader(
new InputStreamReader(System.in));
String s = reader.readLine();
// end of pause
PreparedStatement pstmt2 = conn.prepareStatement(
"UPDATE Account SET balance = balance + ? WHERE acct_num = ?");
pstmt2.setInt(1, amount);
pstmt2.setInt(2, toAcct); // to which account
pstmt2.executeUpdate();
System.out.print("committing ..");
conn.commit(); // end of transaction
pstmt1.close();
pstmt2.close();
}
catch (SQLException ex) {
try {
System.out.println("SQLException: " + ex);
errMsg = "\nSQLException:";
while (ex != null) {
SQLState = ex.getSQLState();
// is it a concurrency conflict?
if ((SQLState.equals("40001") // Solid, DB2,
// SQL Server, etc
|| SQLState.equals("61000")
// Oracle ORA-00060: deadlock detected
|| SQLState.equals("72000")))
// Oracle ORA-08177: can't serialize access
moreRetries = true;
errMsg = errMsg + "SQLState: "+ SQLState +
", Message: "+ ex.getMessage() +
", Vendor: "+ ex.getErrorCode() + "\n";
ex = ex.getNextException();
}
if (sqlserver == false) {
conn.rollback(); // rollback the transaction
}
// println for testing purposes
System.out.println("** Database error: " + errMsg);
if (moreRetries) {
long pause = (long) (Math.random () * 10000);
// max 10 sec.
System.out.println("Waiting for "+pause+ " mseconds");
// for testing
Thread.sleep(pause);
}
}
catch (Exception e) {
// in case of possible problems in SQLException handling
System.out.println("SQLException handling error: " + e);
// conn.rollback(); // the transaction is rolled back here
}
} // SQLException
catch (Exception e) {
System.out.println("Some java error: " + e);
//conn.rollback(); // in case of other errors
; // the transaction is rolled back too
} // other exceptions
} while (moreRetries && counter < 10); // max 10 retries
conn.close();
System.out.println("\n End of Program. ");
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}
}

For testing you should have 2 command windows and start running the application
concurrently in both windows so that fromAcct of first is the toAcct of the other and vice
versa, see below.
After updating the fromAcct our test program waits for ENTER key to continue, so that
test runs get synchronized and we can test the concurrency conflict. This is just for our
test purposes, and NOT a model for transactions to be used in production programs.
The source program demonstrates the ReTryer data access pattern. In case of
concurrency conflict the victim should wait for some random period of 0 to 200
milliseconds before next try, so that the “winner” can finish its transaction. For our
concurrency test we have used much longer random period. Also the maximum number
of retries is important to have a reasonable value, since the total elapsed time used for
retries is the response time that the end user needs to wait before getting control back
after successful or failed transaction run. A typical acceptable response time might be
maximum of 2 seconds, or maybe even less depending on the application context.
To run the application update the environment variables below for proper JDBC drivers,
database URL, user ("user1"), password ("sql"), and the account id values. The following
test scripts for tests with SQL Server, Oracle, or DB2 assume that the JDBC drivers have
been installed in the jdbc-drivers subfolder.
rem ******* SQL Server ***************************************************
rem First window:
set CLASSPATH=.;jdbc-drivers\sqljdbc.jar
set driver="com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver"
set URL="jdbc:sqlserver://localhost;instanceName=SQLEXPRESS;databaseName=BANK"
set user="user1"
set password="sql"
set fromAcct=101
set toAcct=201
java BankTransfer %driver% %URL% %user% %password% %fromAcct% %toAcct%
rem Second window:
set CLASSPATH=.;jdbc-drivers\sqljdbc.jar
set driver="com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver"
set URL="jdbc:sqlserver://localhost;instanceName=SQLEXPRESS;databaseName=BANK"
set user="user1"
set password="sql"
set fromAcct=201
set toAcct=101
java BankTransfer %driver% %URL% %user% %password% %fromAcct% %toAcct%
rem
rem
set
set
set
set
set
set

******* Oracle ***************************************************
First window:
CLASSPATH=.;jdbc-drivers\ojdbc14.jar
driver="oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver"
URL="jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:ORCL"
user="user1"
password="sql"
fromAcct=101
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set toAcct=201
java BankTransfer %driver% %URL% %user% %password% %fromAcct% %toAcct%
rem Second window:
set CLASSPATH=.;jdbc-drivers\ojdbc14.jar
set driver="oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver"
set URL="jdbc:oracle:thin:@localhost:1521:ORCL"
set user="user1"
set password="sql"
set fromAcct=201
set toAcct=101
java BankTransfer %driver% %URL% %user% %password% %fromAcct% %toAcct%
rem ******* DB2 ***************************************************
rem First window:
set CLASSPATH=.;jdbc-drivers\db2jcc.jar;jdbc-drivers\db2jcc_license_cu.jar
set driver="com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver"
set URL="jdbc:db2://localhost:50000/BANK"
set user="user1"
set password="sql"
set fromAcct=101
set toAcct=201
java BankTransfer %driver% %URL% %user% %password% %fromAcct% %toAcct%
rem Second window:
set CLASSPATH=.;jdbc-drivers\db2jcc.jar;jdbc-drivers\db2jcc_license_cu.jar
set driver="com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver"
set URL="jdbc:db2://localhost:50000/BANK"
set user="user1"
set password="sql"
set fromAcct=201
set toAcct=101
java BankTransfer %driver% %URL% %user% %password% %fromAcct% %toAcct%
rem Verify the contents in the database using following SQL commands
SELECT * FROM Account WHERE acct_num=101 or acct_num=102;
-- and return the original contents
UPDATE Account SET balance = 1000 WHERE acct_num=101 or acct_num=102;
COMMIT;

So the commit/rollback outcome of a transaction try is one of the following
a) committed
b) rolled back because of some errors
c) rolled back because of concurrency conflict.
However, in our RVV Paper [12] we will demonstrate that in case of concurrency the
ReTryer pattern is not always the proper choice.

